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Icons Used in This Book

Switch PhoneBuilding Router

Layer 3 Switch CloudLaptop Database

Access Point

Wireless LAN Controller ISE

Wireless Connection
Terminal Server

Command Syntax Conventions
The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are the same conventions 
used in Cisco’s Command Reference. The Command Reference describes these conven-
tions as follows:

■ Boldface indicates commands and keywords that are entered literally as shown. In 
actual configuration examples and output (not general command syntax), boldface 
indicates commands that are manually input by the user (such as a show command).

■ Italics indicate arguments for which you supply actual values.

■ Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive elements.

■ Square brackets [ ] indicate optional elements.

■ Braces { } indicate a required choice.

■ Braces within brackets [{ }] indicate a required choice within an optional element.
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Introduction
Wireless networks are continuously evolving: the technology is changing at a very fast 
pace from Wi-Fi 4/5 to Wi-Fi 6/6E and to Wi-Fi 7, which is not too far away on the 
horizon. The applications and the services enabled on the Wi-Fi network are evolving as 
well, becoming more and more business critical with stringent requirements on perfor-
mance and latency. The number of devices that needs to be supported is increasing, and 
high-density deployments are becoming the norm.

To meet these fast-changing requirements, you need a wireless network that can quickly 
adapt, that is secure and can perform and scale to higher standards, and that can be easily 
and programmatically managed. This is the reason behind the introduction of the next-
generation wireless controller, the Catalyst 9800 (C9800), which is a critical element of 
the new Catalyst wireless stack.

The C9800 is based on a new modern and secure operating system, Cisco IOS-XE, and 
it’s built from the ground up for Cisco intent-based networks to deliver on the next wave 
of wireless innovations.

Goals and Methods
The goal of this book is to educate wireless professionals on how to design, deploy, and 
manage a Catalyst wireless network built using the new Catalyst 9800 wireless LAN 
controller, providing practical tips and recommendations.

Who Should Read This Book?
This book is for all readers who are passionate about wireless and want to learn how to 
design, deploy, and manage a Cisco Catalyst wireless network. The book has been 
written with three groups of readers in mind:

Technical Decision Makers (TDM): The book familiarizes TDMs with a deep tech-
nical view of the Catalyst 9800 wireless controller and helps you in addressing your 
specific business needs.

Network architects: The book provides technical details on the software and hard-
ware architecture of the Catalyst wireless solution so that you can better understand 
how to design your own network and implement the features and functionalities 
you need.

Network operators and IT professionals: The book provides useful tools and tips 
for setting up, configuring, and monitoring and troubleshooting the network, mak-
ing your work as a network operator easier.
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How This Book Is Organized
The book layout follows the lifecycle of the design and deployment of a Catalyst wire-
less network using a C9800 wireless controller and hence is divided into three parts:

1. Designing and bringing up the network: Day Zero

2. Configuring and deploying: Day One

3. Monitoring and troubleshooting: Day Two/Day N

Most of the theory is laid out in advance so you can understand the concepts before 
you see the practical aspects of each topic. We recommend you go through the chapters 
sequentially to get the full benefit of the book.

Book Structure
In part one, you find the following chapters:

Chapter 1, Cisco C9800 Series: This chapter introduces the Catalyst 9800 wireless con-
troller, its benefits, and its main characteristics. The chapter clarifies the reasons for a new 
wireless controller for intent-based networking and the role it plays in a cloud-based man-
agement network. The chapter also describes the flexible options to manage the C9800, 
the licensing model, and how this new wireless controller fits into the next-generation 
wireless stack.

Chapter 2, Hardware and Software Architecture of the C9800: This chapter covers the 
software architecture of the Catalyst 9800, the reasons behind using a unified IOS-XE for 
all Cisco enterprise platforms, and the benefits of a scalable architecture.

Part two has the following chapters:

Chapter 3, C9800 Configuration Model: This chapter introduces the new configuration 
model available for the Catalyst 9800 wireless controller. Important design considerations 
and best practices are illustrated to get the best performance and stability out of your 
C9800-based wireless network.

Chapter 4, C9800 Deployment and Installation: This chapter illustrates the different 
deployment modes supported for the private and public cloud and describes how to 
bring up your C9800 to an operational state. It then suggests different methods to easily 
configure your first WLAN on a Catalyst wireless network.

Chapter 5, Security: This chapter covers all the security aspects of the Catalyst 9800 
controller, focusing on AAA operations, the use of access control lists (ACLs) to restrict 
client traffic or to protect the controller management plane, and rogue detection and the 
Wireless Intrusion Prevention System (WIPS).

Chapter 6, Mobility and Client Roaming: This chapter explains in detail the concept of 
seamless client roaming in an enterprise deployment. It also describes optimizations such 
as Fast Secure Roaming, 802.11k, 802.11v, and 802.11r-FT. Deploying mobility and related 
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roaming optimizations on the C9800, and in co-existence with existing AireOS WLCs, is 
key to enabling a successful adoption of the C9800.

Chapter 7, RF Deployment and Guidelines: This chapter covers basic antenna concepts 
and radio resource management (RRM) features and functionalities and provides the 
tuning and recommendation details you need to have your wireless network running like 
clockwork.

Chapter 8, Multicast and Multicast Domain Name System (mDNS): This chapter 
describes the configuration and optimizations available on the Catalyst 9800 wireless 
controller to deliver broadcast, multicast, and mDNS traffic effectively and efficiently.

Chapter 9, Quality of Service (QoS): The C9800 is based on IOS-XE and leverages the 
Cisco Modular QoS CLI (MQC) to define and implement an end-to-end architecture for 
QoS. The chapter describes the design and deployment of the C9800 “trust DSCP” QoS 
model and provides best practices.

Chapter 10, C9800 High Availability: This chapter describes high availability capabilities 
of the Catalyst 9800 wireless controller. The C9800 provides stateful switchover (SSO) to 
allow subsecond failover for access points (APs) and clients. The chapter delves into the 
design and deployment of the network to leverage redundancy features for the C9800.

Part three features the following chapters:

Chapter 11, Cisco DNA Spaces Integration and IoT: This chapter covers at a high level 
the value-added services that the wireless network can provide, mainly via Cisco DNA 
Spaces. The chapter explains the integration of DNAS with the Catalyst 9800 and APs 
through the Cisco DNA Spaces connector, the protocols involved, and the solutions 
offered.

Chapter 12, Network Programmability: This chapter describes network program-
mability concepts and the protocols used in modern network programmability, such as 
NETCONF and RESTCONF. It describes the YANG data models used in the Cisco 9800. 
It also presents examples illustrating how Python can be used to query the Cisco 9800 
operational model and how to create site tags using RESTCONF.

Chapter 13, Model-Driven Telemetry: This chapter describes how you can benefit from 
model-driven telemetry on the Catalyst 9800 wireless controller and how to integrate the 
rich data models available with open-source tools.

Chapter 14, Cisco DNA Center/Assurance Integration: This chapter gives an overview 
of how Cisco DNA Center Assurance works and how it can help you in troubleshooting 
your Catalyst wireless networks. The chapter focuses on the Catalyst 9800 integration 
with Cisco DNA Center.

Chapter 15, Backing Up, Restoring, and Upgrading Your C9800: This chapter covers 
different operational aspects of the C9800, including how to save the configuration on 
the controller, how to back it up to an external location, and how to restore the configu-
rations in case of problems on the device or in case of complete device 
replacement.
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Chapter 16, Troubleshooting: This chapter explains the various monitoring, debugging, 
tracing, and packet-capturing features that are native to the C9800 and introduces tools 
that are available on-the-box and offline that help with data collection and analysis to 
determine the root cause of problem scenarios.

Appendix A, Setting Up a Development Environment: In this extra hands-on appendix, 
you learn how to install and use the tools needed to work with C9800 programmability. 
This appendix offers an overview of a modern development environment, including Git 
and container-based environments.
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Everyone typically agrees that wireless always had a reputation of being less secure than 
cables. This belief is due to the inherent nature of an open medium where an attacker 
can place attacks without any physical contact and without cutting into cables, as well as 
the ever-increasing mobile workforce, which makes identifying and tracking connected 
devices more difficult. Security has always been important and has become even more 
important over wireless due to the open nature of the medium. With the ever-increasing 
power of brute-force cloud resources and continuously discovered weaknesses in existing 
security protocols, security will continue to increase in importance.

Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) is the platform of choice for identity and access control 
and policy management. It enables organizations to enforce wireless access controls by imple-
menting 802.1X, MAC authentication, web authentication, and administrative user authenti-
cation. It also has many other features in terms of visibility and monitoring, but these topics 
are covered in other books. This chapter covers all of the security aspects, one by one, even if 
each section references others because security is very closely integrated into all these areas.

Network Security Fundamentals
Wireless security uses many concepts and services familiar to the wired security world. 
As a matter of fact, a good part of the security infrastructure sits on the wired network. 
It is therefore essential to have a good grasp of concepts like access control lists, authen-
tication servers, and certificates.

Access Control Lists (ACLs)

Access control lists are an important part of the security of a platform. Conceptually, 
ACLs allow you to match specific traffic and take specific actions on that traffic. The 
traffic is matched by giving a network address and adding a wildcard mask, which is 
a kind of inverted subnet mask. For example, an ACL covering 192.168.1.0 with mask 
0.0.0.255 affects all IP addresses from 192.168.1.0 to 192.168.1.255. The binary 1s of the 
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wildcard mask define which bits can vary (“don’t care” bits), and the 0s define which bits 
have to statically match.

An access control entry (ACE) is a single statement in this ACL; it covers a network 
address, a wildcard mask combination, and a permit or deny statement. An ACL is made 
up of one or more ACEs; because an ACE can cover only a contiguous range of address-
es covered by a wildcard mask, the ACL can combine several ACEs to deny or permit 
unrelated address ranges (and sometimes port combination too). The order in which the 
ACEs are defined matters because it is the order in which the network device compares 
the traffic and takes the corresponding action as soon as one ACE matches. The rest of 
the ACEs are not even considered as soon as a match is found.

An ACL defines a specific set of traffic to be matched and does not take any action on that 
traffic until you apply it somewhere. Where the ACL is applied is the key and determines 
exactly what action is taken. Too often, network administrators link ACLs with dropping 
or allowing traffic, and although these are important use cases, they are not the only ones. 
ACLs can define where to apply specify quality of service (QoS) actions in the traffic; 
ACLs also can define the traffic to intercept for a web portal and many other things.

ACLs use computing power intensively in the way they work because traffic evaluated 
against the ACL has to be evaluated against each statement of the ACL. If the statement 
does not match, the Catalyst 9800 moves to the next statement until a match is found. If 
the end of the ACL is reached and no statement matched, a default action is taken, which 
is typically to deny the traffic, but the action depends on the type of ACL. Luckily, the 
9800 appliances are hardware-accelerated (as discussed in Chapter 2, “Hardware and 
Software Architecture of the C9800”). ACLs have little impact overall on the platform 
performance, but it is always good to consider writing the most efficient ACLs with as 
few lines as possible to meet the security criteria.

Defining ACLs

IOS-XE inherits several types of ACLs that can be configured, but from a practical view-
point, extended ACLs are the only ones you should be concerned about. They are like 
standard ACLs but allow you to identify the traffic more granularly. There is no reason to 
define a standard ACL on a Catalyst 9800 controller because the extended ACLs super-
sede them in every way.

An exception to the previous statement is the fact that the Catalyst 9800 supports Cisco 
TrustSec and Scalable Group ACLs (SGACLs), also known as role-based ACLs, and is part 
of the TrustSec solution as well as the SD-Access solution.

The command-line interface (CLI) allows you to define ACLs by name or by an identify-
ing number. It’s much easier to use names in general:

c9800-CL(config)#ip access-list extended ?

  <100-199>    Extended IP access-list number

  <2000-2699>  Extended IP access-list number (expanded range)

  WORD         Access-list name
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The structure of a CLI ACL statement or ACE is as follows:

<sequence number> [permit/deny] <protocol> <address or any> eq <port 
number> <subnet> <wildcard>

For example:

1 permit tcp any eq www 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255

The sequence number allows you to specify where in the ACL order of ACEs to insert 
the ACE. It is usually a best practice to define your statements with the sequence 10, 20, 
30, 40, and so on. This way, you can “insert” a statement later without deleting half of the 
ACL by using sequence 5 or 15, for example, in the statement you want to insert between 
two existing statements.

The WebUI allows you to write a complete ACL much more easily by going to the 
Configuration > Security > ACL page, as shown in Figure 5-1. You can then see a list 
of protocols to pick from and make changes to an existing ACL much more conveniently 
(rather than having to use the “no” form of a statement to remove it and reconfigure it 
differently afterward).

Figure 5-1 Creating an ACL on the Catalyst 9800

At the end of an ACL statement, you can add the log keyword; this has the effect that a 
syslog message will be thrown when that specific statement is matched. This option is 
extremely verbose on the controller terminal and will typically overwhelm it. Considering 
the syslog is thrown on the controller, it also only works with centrally switched ACLs 
and does not work when the ACL is applied by the FlexConnect AP.

Applying ACLs

An ACL might be called by different names depending on where it is applied and its 
function. In all cases, the ACL is defined the same way on the controller (as an extended 
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IP ACL). There are several ways of applying an ACL, but two stand out and are named 
differently because they have a different impact on the traffic:

■ Security ACL: This name refers to an ACL in its most popular understanding, that 
is, defining what traffic is allowed through the device and which type of traffic is 
blocked and dropped.

■ Punt ACL or redirect ACL: This name refers to an ACL that specifies which traffic 
is sent to the CPU (instead of its normal expected handling by the data plane) for 
further processing. A good example is the central web authentication (CWA) redirect 
ACL, which defines which traffic is intercepted and redirected to the web login por-
tal. The ACL does not define any traffic to be dropped or allowed through but sim-
ply what follows the regular processing or forwarding rules and what is sent to the 
CPU for interception. A redirect ACL has an invisible last statement that is an implicit 
deny. This implicit deny is applied as a security access list entry (and therefore drops 
traffic that isn’t explicitly allowed through or sent to the CPU).

You may have heard of DNS ACLs (or URL filters) or downloadable ACLs; we touch on 
those later. There are other ways of applying an ACL, but they typically refer to a specific 
feature (for example, an ACL in a QoS policy specifies traffic where this QoS policy will 
apply). On top of the “how,” there is also the “where.” A security ACL permits or drops 
traffic, as we have already stated, but where the ACL is applied also plays a role, so let’s 
clarify that point.

A security ACL can be applied as follows:

■ On an SVI interface: The ACL is evaluated only against the traffic that is routed 
through that interface. Using an SVI as a default gateway for a wireless client is not 
supported by the Catalyst 9800 at the time of this writing, so this only leaves the 
scenario where you have SVIs for management purposes and the ACLs applied on 
those SVIs apply to traffic destined to those interfaces.

myc9800-CL(config)#interface Vlan<number>

myc9800-CL(config-if)#ip access-group myACL in/out

■ On a physical interface of the controller: The ACL is evaluated against all traffic 
that passes through that interface. Along with applying ACLs on the SVI, this is your 
other option for restricting traffic hitting the Catalyst 9800 management plane.

myc9800-CL(config)#interface GigabitEthernet1

myc9800-CL(config-if)#ip access-group myACL in/out

■ In a wireless policy profile or WLAN: This vague category encompasses several 
places where you can configure an ACL that will be applied to the wireless client 
traffic both in the case of central switching or local switching of traffic. Such ACLs 
are supported only in the inbound direction.

■ On the AP itself: In the case of FlexConnect local switching, the ACL is still config-
ured and applied from the policy profile on the controller, but there is an extra step 
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of downloading this ACL to the AP through the Flex profile. ACLs must be down-
loaded to the AP before they can be applied at all. As an exception, fabric mode APs 
(in the case of software-defined access) also use Flex ACLs even though the AP is 
not operating in Flex mode.

Applying Wireless ACLs on the WLC

When editing a policy profile, you can specify an IPv4 and a separate IPv6 ACL (see 
Figure 5-2) as WLAN ACL. This is the most straightforward way of applying an ACL to 
all traffic to and from clients that are fully authenticated (that is, in the RUN state).

Figure 5-2 Access policies of the policy profile on the C9800

The explicit mention of clients in the RUN state is deliberate. Are there cases where you 
want to apply ACLs to clients that have not hit the RUN state yet? Apart from getting an 
IP address, clients are not supposed to be sending traffic before[el]except in the case of a 
web authentication WLAN. In that scenario, they can send and receive the traffic neces-
sary to submit their credentials on the web login page before being in the final RUN state 
of the client state machine (for more details, see the “Wireless Security Fundamentals” 
section of this chapter). In some cases, you might want to allow some traffic before it is 
authenticated. For example, the external portal should be allowed, or you might want to 
also allow specific internal resources to be consulted before being authenticated. This 
requires a preauthentication ACL. In the WLAN edit section, illustrated by Figure 5-3, 
you can see a preauthentication ACL section (again doubled between IPv4 and IPv6) 
that allows you to define traffic to be allowed before the RUN state. A preauthentication 
ACL should mostly contain permit statements. Whatever does not match a statement in 
the preauthentication ACL automatically matches a default deny because the client is 
in a WEBAUTH_REQD state where all traffic is blocked apart from HTTP (that is inter-
cepted).
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Figure 5-3 Layer3 WLAN security settings where the preauthentication ACL can be
configured

These examples cover the static definition of ACLs. The Catalyst 9800 wireless LAN 
controller (WLC) supports the dynamic assignment of ACLs from a RADIUS server 
through the use of the Airespace-ACL-Name. This is covered with an example in 
the later “RADIUS” section. In this case, it requires enabling AAA override on the 
policy profile.

FlexConnect ACLs on the AP

If your AP is running as FlexConnect and locally switching traffic, there is no client traf-
fic hitting the WLC data plane at all, and therefore, the WLC cannot physically apply any 
policing to the client traffic. This means the AP has to do the job itself. Defining an ACL 
for use on a FlexConnect AP is the exact same thing as covered before: you define a regu-
lar ACL on the Catalyst 9800. The specificity is that you have an extra step of predown-
loading it to the AP. The term predownload is more accurate than apply because the 
latter term implies that traffic might be matched against it already. But there are basically 
three different steps in the configuration for a local switching scenario:

■ You define the ACL on the WLC.

■ You predownload it on the AP(s).

■ You apply the ACL somewhere in the configuration.

The predownload step is simple. Navigate to Configuration > Tags and Profiles > 
Flex and select the Policy ACL tab of a given Flex profile (see Figure 5-4). There, 
selecting Add means predownloading an ACL to the AP. You are able to add any ACL 
that was configured on the controller, and when you click Save, the ACL statements 
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are downloaded on the AP and visible in a Show ip access-list on the AP itself (as dis-
played in Example 5-1).

Figure 5-4 The Flex profile Policy ACL tab allows you to download ACLs to the APs

Example 5-1 Output of show ip access-list on an AP

9120-AP#show ip access-list

Extended IP access list nicoflex

    1 deny icmp any 1.1.1.1 0.0.0.0

    2 deny icmp any 2.2.2.2 0.0.0.0

    3 permit icmp any any

    4 deny icmp any 3.3.3.3 0.0.0.0

On that page, you select the Central Web Auth check box if your ACL is meant to 
be a redirect/punt ACL for use in a central web auth scenario. Its effect is to invert 
the permit and deny statements because the redirect ACL has inverted meaning on the 
AP operating system versus IOS-XE. (The preauth URL filter is covered in the next 
section.)

When the provisioning of ACLs on the APs is done, if the ACL is called out in the 
WLAN or policy profile, as demonstrated before, it is properly applied given that the 
ACL is now defined on the AP as well.

The Case of Downloadable ACLs (DACLs)

A downloadable ACL is an access list that is not predefined on the network device but 
returned dynamically, including all its statements, to the device via RADIUS during 
a network authentication and authorization. This type of ACL is popular with wired 
802.1X deployments because it’s much easier to centralize all the ACL definitions on the 
RADIUS servers than it is to make sure they are deployed on all network switches. The 
RADIUS server returns an authorization result containing a specific AV-pair mentioning 
the DACL name. The network device is then expected to start a new RADIUS request 
of a special type to download all the statements from that ACL. Therefore, the DACL 
download shows up as a separate successful authentication after the client authentication 
in the RADIUS logs. Wireless deployments have less need for DACL because they use 
a centralized controller most of the time. The 9800 controller benefits from the DACL 
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implementation inside IOS-XE but is not adapted to the wireless workflow yet, and 
therefore, at the time of this writing in IOS-XE 17.7.1, DACLs are not supported on the 
Catalyst 9800. There is a good chance that support will come in future releases though, 
so keep an eye on the document titled List of IOS-XE Wireless Features per Release
for it or release notes of each version.

URL Filters (a.k.a. DNS-Based ACLs)

Allowing access based on IP addresses is fine when covering your internal network, 
but what if you want to allow or restrict access to public resources on the Internet? IP 
addresses can change at any time without you knowing, and maintaining an IP-based 
access list covering Internet resources is just not practical. This is where URL filters come 
in. They work like ACLs in the sense that they permit or deny access, but their statements 
include URLs instead of IP addresses.

URL filters don’t require you to have DNS configured on your wireless controller because 
they snoop the wireless client DNS traffic in real time. When traffic is centrally switched 
through the WLC, it is the controller that does this DNS snooping, whereas the AP can 
do the job for fabric or locally switched WLANs.

Before using an app on a smartphone or before visiting a website on a browser, the 
client device typically does a DNS lookup to get an IP address resolution of the app 
or website domain and then sends traffic to the specific IP addresses returned. Those 
IPs can be load-balanced and can change based on which DNS server you ask or your 
geographic location. When the wireless client is dynamically sending this DNS request, 
the WLC or the AP snoops and takes a peek at the DNS response. It looks at the first 
A record in the DNS reply and notes the IP address linked to it if the URL is a match 
to anything configured in the URL filter on the controller. It then adds this IP address 
dynamically in an IP cache table for this wireless client. It is therefore some kind of 
IP-based access list that is specific to clients and changing in real time based on the 
DNS requests made by the clients.

There are two types of URL filters: standard and enhanced. Standard URL filters can 
be applied before client authentication (preauth) or after a successful client authen-
tication (postauth). Preauth filters are extremely useful in the case of external web 
authentication to allow access to the external login page, as well as potentially some 
internal websites before authentication takes place. Postauth, they can work to block 
specific websites or allow only very specific Internet websites while all the rest is 
blocked by default, but this type of URL filtering postauth is better handled by using 
Cisco DNS Layer Security (formerly known as Umbrella) for a lot more flexibility. The 
standard URL filters apply the same action (permit or deny) for the whole list of URLs: 
it’s either all permit or all deny. Standard URL filters work on both local mode APs and 
FlexConnect APs.

Enhanced URL filters allow specification of a different action (deny or permit) for each 
URL inside the list and have per-URL hit counters (see Figure 5-5). They are supported 
only on FlexConnect APs in local switching (or fabric APs).
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Figure 5-5 URL filter configuration

In both types of URL filters, you are allowed to use a wildcard subdomain such as 
*.cisco.com. URL filters are standalone but always applied along with an IP-based ACL. 
As of release 17.6, a maximum of 20 URLs is supported in a given URL filter. Considering 
that one URL can resolve to multiple IP addresses, it is interesting to note that only up 
to 40 resolved IP addresses can be tracked for each client. Another important limitation 
to note is that only DNS A records are tracked by URL filters. The WLCs or APs do not 
track the resolved IP address of a URL if the DNS answer uses a CNAME alias record.

Certificates and Trustpoints

Explaining public key infrastructure (PKI) in detail is beyond the scope of this book. 
However, certificates are a very important part of any network device and especially for 
the Catalyst 9800. Certificate-based authentication is a method to identify a user, device, 
or machine before it can be granted access to a network. A wireless network, comprising 
a wireless LAN controller (hereafter referred to as WLC), access points (APs), and clients, 
commonly uses certificate-based authentication to validate the identities of peer devices 
when participating in services such as AP join, device management access, and web 
authentication. Each service can use different sets of client and server certificates.

But how do devices get their digital identities?

To begin with, each participating device (controller, access point, or client) has its own device 
certificate and a certificate authority (CA) certificate that validates its authenticity. A closer 
look at the certificates available on the Catalyst 9800 controller shows the following types:

■ Cisco-installed manufacturer installed certificate (MIC): On physical appliances 
(Catalyst 9800-40, Catalyst 9800-80, Catalyst 9800-L), these are, by default, factory 
installed and widely known as the Cisco-installed MIC or Secure Unique Device 
Identifier (SUDI) device certificate. In addition, controllers and access points have 
a Cisco manufacturing certificate authority (CA) certificate that is used to sign and 
validate device certificates.

■ Wireless LAN controller self-signed certificate for virtual controller: The Catalyst 
9800-CL (the virtual instance of the controller) does not come with any manufactur-
ing certificate. In the absence of an identity certificate, it relies on the self-signed 
certificate that has to be generated by the Day 0 wizard or manually using a script 
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and validated by the local Cisco IOS certificate authority (which is a self-signed local 
CA and is not the same as the manufacturing Cisco CA certificate). This acts as the 
Catalyst 9800-CL’s local identity certificate and is used for AP joins, mobility con-
nections, and Network Mobility Services Protocol-Connected Mobile Experience 
(NMSP-CMX) connections.

■ IOS-XE device self-signed certificate: The default self-signed certificate is auto-
generated during the controller’s initial startup if any HTTPS, SSH, or NETCONF 
service is configured on the controller.

The listed default certificates provide an easy and out-of-the-box method of early trust 
between peer devices. However, if you want to provide better security, you can consider 
using third-party validated certificates, including locally significant certificates (LSCs).

Third-party certificates require a PKI framework that enables encryption of public keys 
and digital certificates. Along with different authentication protocols, the PKI model 
works with certificate authorities, root certificates, and asymmetric key encryption to 
ensure that the digital certificates are securely exchanged over encrypted tunnels during 
a client and server exchange.

On Catalyst 9800 controllers, these digital certificates are configured and held in con-
tainers called trustpoints and used when the devices initiate a secure communication 
with other network devices or network clients. A trustpoint is one of the most important 
configuration entities for a PKI client. A trustpoint includes the identity certificate of the 
CA that signed the device certificate, CA-specific trustpoint configuration parameters, 
and an association with an enrolled identity certificate.

Trustpoints provide a mapping between the identity certificate and the application or ser-
vice that needs the certificate. For example, for the SSL/HTTPS server functionality, the 
ip http secure-trustpoint <trustpoint name> command tells the controller what identity 
certificate to present to an SSL client. Depending on your requirement, you can configure 
many trustpoints.

A Case for Trustpoints

Identity validation using certificates spans across a range of functions and protocols in 
the Catalyst 9800 wireless environment. Certificates are primarily used for authentication 
when an access point joins the controller using CAPWAP with DTLS, for web adminis-
tration and web authentication using HTTP with TLS, and for local EAP authentication. 
Certificates are also used when the controller communicates with Cisco Connected 
Mobile Experience (CMX), Cisco Digital Network Architecture Center (DNA Center), 
and Digital Network Architecture Spaces (DNA Spaces). Some of these exchanges require 
additional configuration, whereas others do not require any action from your side.

How to Add a Certificate on the Controller

To add a certificate on the controller, there are basically two things you can do: either start a 
certificate request on the WLC (as shown in Figure 5-6) or import a ready-for-use certificate 
to the WLC (as shown in Figure 5-7), get it signed, and install the resulting certificate. You 
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can do various activities outside of the Catalyst 9800 device to end up with the same result. 
A certificate has to contain a private key and be linked to a given certificate authority.

On box

Generate the Certificate
Signing Request (CSR)

on the device

1

Off box

Send the CSR to the CA
(Certificate Authority)

to get it signed

2

On box

On box

Download issuing CA
cert on the WLC

3

Import the Signed
device certificate from

the CA to the WLC

4

Figure 5-6 Adding a certificate by generating the question on the controller

Generating the certificate on the WLC itself is the most secure because the private key 
never leaves the device. However, it does not allow for configuring the SAN field at 
this time. The workflow is shown here and can mostly happen in the Configuration > 
Security > PKI Management > Add Certificate page of the WebUI:

Step 1. Go to the Key Pair Generation tab of the PKI Management page, as depicted 
in Figure 5-7. Click Add, enter a key name, choose RSA, choose a Modulus of 
4096, make sure it’s exportable, and then click Generate.

Figure 5-7 Creating a key pair for use with a certificate
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Step 2. To generate the CSR on the WLC, go to Generate Certificate Signing 
Request, as shown in Figure 5-8, and enter the desired fields that will appear 
on your certificate after it is signed.

Figure 5-8 Generate a certificate signing request from the WebUI

Step 3. Get the certificate signed by the certificate authority of your choice. The 
details of this step vary greatly depending on which certificate authority you 
choose. Many publicly trusted CAs have a website where you can easily get 
your certificate signed.

Step 4. Go to the Authenticate Root CA section of the PKI Management page, as 
depicted in Figure 5-9. Enter a trustpoint name (choose the name you want to 
use for your certificate) and paste the content of the PEM file.

Step 5. Go to the Import Device Certificate section of the PKI Management page, 
as depicted in Figure 5-10. Enter the same trustpoint name as in step 3 and 
paste the content of the PEM file of the device signed certificate you received 
from your CA.
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Figure 5-9 Authenticating the CA that issued your device certificate

Figure 5-10 Adding the device signed certificate received from the CA
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Generating the CSR outside of the 9800 is a possibility (depicted in Figure 
5-11). In this case, you typically have to bundle your private key along with 
your certificate in a PKCS12 file format and download everything at one time 
to the WLC:

1. The first step would be to use a tool such as OpenSSL to generate your 
CSR as well as a private key. Some public CAs also offer a web page 
where you can easily generate a key and CSR for them to sign as well.

2. Have your CA sign your certificate.

Off box

Generate the CSR off
the device (e.g. using

Open SSL)

1

Off box

Send the CSR to the CA
(Certificate Authority)

to get it signed

2

On box

Import the signed
certificate chain (with

key) in PKCS12 format
directly into the device

3

Figure 5-11 Adding a certificate when the private key was generated outside of the 9800

3. Obtain the PKCS12 formatted file containing the certificate chain (your 
device certificate and the CA chain), along with your private key. If your 
CA does not provide this information, you can combine the pieces you 
received together with OpenSSL to obtain the PKCS12 file. As depicted 
in Figure 5-12, go to the Import PKCS12 Certificate section of the PKI 
Management page in the WebUI and enter the file location and private 
key password.

When you’re importing PKCS12 files, it is possible to import a complete 
chain if your PKCS12 contains a chain of certificates up to a root CA (if 
the CA that signed your device certificate is not a root CA but an inter-
mediate CA, for example). Be aware that the Catalyst 9800 controller does 
not send the whole chain of certificates when a client connects to the web 
interface, and therefore, the client should have most of the chain imported 
rather than only the top root CA. The 9800 Web UI PKI Management
page contains a guided workflow for certificate import to simplify all these 
steps. The exact workflow is explained in great detail in the guide titled 
Configuring Trustpoints on Cisco Catalyst 9800 Series Controllers. 
Commands and some tips are also covered in Generate CSR for Third-
Party Certificates and Download Chained Certificates to Catalyst 9800
Wireless Controllers.
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Figure 5-12 Adding a certificate chain in PKCS12 format to the WLC

AAA

Network authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) provide the means of get-
ting answers to the identity of a person or device requesting access, what resources are 
being accessed, if this person has specific rights toward that resource, and logging activi-
ties of the person or device during a session. The term AAA is used in a relaxed manner 
to depict any part of the access control process, but each letter stands for a specific phase 
of this flow:

■ Authentication: This term is the most used, even to depict the whole flow. 
Technically, the authentication phase consists of verifying the identity of a device or 
a person. This is done by requesting user credentials, which can be a username and 
password pair or even something else such as a certificate.

■ Authorization: This phase consists of checking the privilege or authorization level 
the client has. The client may ask for permission to access every single resource 
uniquely, or this can happen in a one-time operation where the authentication 
server returns the list of privileges and accesses that the client can benefit from, 
and it’s then up to the network access server to apply those privilege levels to 
the user.
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■ Accounting: This often-optional phase happens after the authentication is complete 
and allows you to track the activity of the user or device on the network. It is also 
useful to know when the session ends, that is, when the device is no longer con-
nected to the network.

RADIUS

The Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a protocol used to control 
network access. It is quite old and, as its name implies, dates from the dial-up era, which 
explains why some of the terms and attributes sound quite outdated and unrelated to 
wireless, but it still does the job and is the main protocol used for wireless enterprise 
class security. RADIUS operates in a client/server model where the client is the wireless 
controller and the server is the RADIUS authentication server (ISE in a Cisco environ-
ment). The exact terms are

■ Network access server (NAS) or network access device (NAD): This device is 
responsible for passing the user information to the RADIUS server and acting on the 
response that is returned.

■ RADIUS server: This device is responsible for processing the access request and 
returning all required parameters for the NAS to provide access to the user.

RADIUS works over UDP on port 1812 for authentication and authorization and on UDP 
port 1813 for accounting.

There are four authentication packet types:

■ Access-request: The NAS sends this type of packet to provide the server with 
information required to proceed with the authentication. It is basically used for any 
RADIUS packet sent to the RADIUS server.

■ Access-challenge: This is the type used by the RADIUS server to send data to the 
NAS to proceed with the authentication. You can guess that these first two types 
are repeated a certain number of times (depending on the authentication type and 
details), and the value is in the attributes and data they carry rather than the mes-
sage type. The request and challenge RADIUS packets carry the EAP authentication 
frame in one of the attributes (called EAP payload).

■ Access-accept: The RADIUS server sends this packet type to tell the NAS the 
authentication has been successful. The access-accept contains all the necessary 
attribute fields to provide the authorization details to the NAS. This is a specificity 
of the RADIUS protocol where authorization is not a separate phase but is embed-
ded as a one-time operation on the final authentication packet.
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■ Access-reject: The RADIUS server uses this packet type to notify the NAS that the 
authentication failed. It rarely contains attribute fields other than the username in the 
case of 802.1X.

There are two extra packet types for accounting:

■ Accounting-request: The NAS sends these packets to deliver information about the 
session to the server.

■ Accounting-response: These packets work as a kind of acknowledgment that the 
server has received and processed the accounting request successfully.

RADIUS Attributes

We have already hinted at the fact that the authentication server can return attributes that 
involve privilege levels and specific information about accessing or not accessing specific 
resources. RADIUS attribute-value pairs (AVPs), often called AV-pairs, are a major part 
of the success of RADIUS as a protocol. They are used to exchange information between 
the NAS device and the authentication server. They can provide extra information about 
the request being made and provide various parameters for the network device to enforce. 
They contain a type, a length, and a value that defines the attribute format and how to 
read it (shown in Figure 5-13) and are extremely flexible, which is the reason RADIUS 
was able to stay relevant and survive so many technology changes. Because the field is an 
octet, up to 255 attributes can be used. Some of them are predefined and well known, 
whereas others leave room for vendors to communicate vendor-specific information by 
encapsulating their own extended attributes inside it.

Type
<1 Octet>

26 = Vendor Specific

Type
<1 Octet>

VSA Number

Vendor Length
<1 Octet>

Vendor Attribute String
AVP

Length
<1 Octet>

> = 7

Vendor ID
<High-order Octets>

0

Vendor ID (cont.)
<Low-order Octet>

0

IETF
Attribute 26

VSA

<string>

Figure 5-13 RADIUS AV-pair format
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RADIUS Sequence Example

Now that we’ve covered the protocol, let’s examine, at a high level, the operational 
sequence that shows how all the components work together during an 802.1X authentica-
tion. The EAP exchange is illustrated in Figure 5-14.

Supplicant

Authentication

Authorization

Accounting

EAP

RADIUS

Enterprise
Network

Authentication
Server

Secured Network

802.1X

CAPWAP

EAPoL - start

EAP Response - Identity RADIUS Access Request - Identity

RADIUS Accounting Request - Start

RADIUS Accounting Response

RADIUS Access Accept

EAP Request - Identity

EAP Success

EAP Authentication Protocol Exchange
(Authentication Conversation Between Supplicant and Authentication Server)

Authenticator

Figure 5-14 Workflow of an EAP authentication between a supplicant and authentica-
tion server

1. The supplicant can initiate the authentication process by sending an EAPoL-Start 
message to the authenticator, but this is optional. Both switches and access points 
know when a new client is connecting and can be the initiator of the authentication.

2. The authenticator (the WLC or the AP) then sends an EAP identity request frame ask-
ing for the client’s identity. The WLC is the authenticator from the point of view of ini-
tiating the RADIUS traffic in the case of central authentication, but the AP can be the 
authenticator in the case of FlexConnect with local authentication. When the WLC is 
the authenticator, it is the one originating the EAP messages sent to the client, and AP 
is just transmitting those messages over the air. That is part of the split MAC model.

3. The supplicant submits its identity for the authenticator to forward to the authentication 
server. First of all, this identity does not have to be the real username (and never a cer-
tificate). Because many EAP methods use a TLS tunnel, the identity of the first authen-
tication method is not so useful, and many clients send anonymous as the identity. This 
is called the outer identity (in the case of a tunnel EAP method like PEAP). This outer 
identity is the only thing the authenticator (that is, the WLC) is able to use to refer to the 
user. It is not able to read the inner identity sent inside the encrypted tunnel because it 
does not have the keys to decrypt this tunnel and is merely forwarding data between the 
supplicant and the authentication server. The WLC can sometimes learn the supplicant 
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identity if the authentication server reveals it in RADIUS attributes like it sometimes 
does by appending the username RADIUS attribute with the access-accept. This identity 
is carried to the authentication server through RADIUS encapsulation, and the authenti-
cator appends a number of RADIUS AVPs to give extra detail about the authentication, 
such as the AP MAC address (as Called-station-id), the client MAC address (as calling-
station-id), the SSID details, and so on.

4. The rest of the authentication is defined by the specific EAP method in use. The 
choice of the method is determined by the authentication server proposing EAP 
methods one by one to the client until the client acknowledges the use of a method. 
So, the RADIUS server suggests a method, and the supplicant is free to accept or 
request another one (without knowing what will be offered next).

5. The EAP authentication goes on, and the authenticator forwards each frame/packet 
back and forth between the supplicant and the authentication server. When the 
authentication is successful, the server sends a RADIUS access-accept message that 
may contain extra RADIUS AVPs to define the type of authorization granted (a 
privilege level, a VLAN assigned, an access list to apply, a session timeout, and so 
on). The authenticator relays this as an EAP success message.

6. On the supplicant side, WPA keys typically are exchanged then. On the infrastruc-
ture side, the authenticator starts sending accounting packets with informative details 
about the session. Depending on the configuration, the authenticator can keep 
sending regular accounting packets during the session (which is useful for tracking 
bandwidth consumption).

RADIUS Change of Authorization (CoA)

In a standard RADIUS interaction, the network device is the one initiating all the com-
munications. Those communications are either a new authentication request or some 
accounting data. There is no means for the authentication server to spontaneously send 
data to an NAS or to terminate a current session (that is, a client that has been authorized 
before to access the network). RFC 5176 adds this flexibility to the RADIUS protocol by 
defining enhancements that allow the authentication server to dynamically modify the 
authorization of a user session via Change of Authorization (CoA) messages.

CoA messages are transported over UDP using 3799 as the destination port; however, 
Cisco devices use port 1700 for this task. The NAS replies with a CoA acknowledgment if 
it can successfully change the authorization for the user session or a nonacknowledgment 
if it is unsuccessful. Here are a few examples of what the authentication server can do:

■ Terminating a user session

■ Requesting the NAS to reauthenticate the user/device from scratch

Practical examples vary a lot:

■ The ISE can decide to reauthenticate a client after new profiling data is made available 
(the ISE obtains new DHCP packets or intercepts new HTTP packets that refine the pro-
filing information), and this potentially results in a different policy applied for that client.
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■ The ISE can decide to terminate a specific session if a security threat is automati-
cally or manually detected.

■ The ISE uses CoA in regular workflows such as central web authentication (this topic 
is covered in the section titled, “Central Web Authentication”).

To do so, the authentication server has to attach several attributes to the CoA request, 
such as the accounting session ID, the audit session ID (a Cisco vendor-specific attribute), 
and a calling session ID, which is basically the host MAC address. With this information, 
the NAS is able to execute on the authentication server request.

CoA is not enabled by default on many Cisco NAS or WLCs, and you need to specifi-
cally configure that you will tolerate the authentication server sending CoA messages 
that affect user sessions.

RADIUS Configuration and Load Balancing

Authentication of the wireless client involves defining a RADIUS server, optionally 
creating a server group, defining AAA methods that use the server you created, and 
calling these methods from the WLAN configuration, for example (or someplace else if 
talking about a form of authentication other than wireless client authentication).

Configuring RADIUS Servers

To configure a RADIUS server, you can use the WebUI in Configuration > Security > 
AAA, as depicted in Figure 5-15. Under the CLI, you would enter the following:

radius server <servername>

 address ipv4 8.60.0.252 auth-port 1812 acct-port 1813

key  <key>

You can choose the server name, and it is only for reference. The address can be con-
figured with IPv4 or IPv6 or a hostname (that requires configuring a DNS server for the 
9800 to use). It is advised you enter the key in clear text. The encrypted options are 
mostly used in CLI when you are pasting the key that is already encrypted from another 
configuration file. The timeout defines the number of seconds the 9800 will wait before 
declaring the RADIUS packet lost (and send retries), and the retry count is the number 
of times a RADIUS request will be retried until declared over.

Configuring RADIUS Server Groups

If you are planning to use several RADIUS servers for redundancy or load balancing, 
creating a server group makes things easier. It basically consists of naming a specific list 
of servers. The RADIUS servers need to be created on the Catalyst 9800 configuration 
first before you can assign them to a server group. It is easily defined in the WebUI under 
Configuration > Security > AAA, where you have a Server Groups tab, as shown in 
Figure 5-16, or in the CLI:

Aaa group server radius <group name>

   Server name <server1>

   Server name <server2>
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Figure 5-15 RADIUS server creation on the C9800 WebUI

Figure 5-16 RADIUS server group configuration
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The server group is also a specific place to configure extra RADIUS settings:

■ In the case of MAC filtering authentication, for example, you can define what the 
MAC address delimiter will be (hyphen, colon, and so on) because different RADIUS 
servers might expect different formats.

■ Similarly, the MAC filtering attribute allows you to define what value will be used in 
the password field. Some RADIUS servers expect the MAC address to be repeated 
there, whereas others expect the RADIUS shared secret to be used.

■ The dead-time is a critical setting to configure how long a RADIUS server will 
be dead before it can be attempted again. If you don’t configure this setting, the 
RADIUS server is instantly marked back alive after being declared dead, and you 
basically never fail over. Although newer software versions configure 5 minutes by 
default, you may still have unconfigured dead time if you are upgrading from an ear-
lier release and kept your configuration. A RADIUS server is considered dead when 
it does not reply after a configurable number of retries and a configurable timeout to 
RADIUS requests (configuration illustrated in Figure 5-15) sent by the C9800.

■ The source VLAN ID allows you to overwrite the typical interface. The 9800 uses its 
routing table to determine the interface or SVI to use to send RADIUS traffic to the 
server. You can override this globally with the ip radius source-interface <int> com-
mand or on a per AAA server group basis with this source VLAN ID. This is similar to 
the RADIUS interface overwrite feature in AireOS controllers except that, because 
the 9800 does not have dynamic interface, this setting is on a per group basis and 
allows you to choose a specific interface to source RADIUS traffic for each group.

The order in which you define the servers in the group is the order in which they are 
used. It is not possible to change this order after creation unless you delete and re-create 
the server group with the servers in another order.

Any setting or timer that is set under the specific RADIUS server configuration super-
sedes the same setting configured under the AAA server group, if present.

The global setting radius-server dead-criteria time <seconds> tries <number> defines 
the criteria to declare a RADIUS server dead. Basically, when the 9800 does not get a 
reply to a RADIUS request after the configured server timeout, it retries sending that 
packet the number of times configured in the retry settings. If there is still no reply, that 
specific RADIUS request is dropped on the 9800, but the RADIUS server is not marked 
dead until the dead-criteria is met (in both time and number of tries of different RADIUS 
requests). The dead time configured in the RADIUS server group supersedes the globally 
configured setting if there is one. More specific configuration, in general, supersedes 
more global configuration if they represent the same setting.

RADIUS Server Fallback

We have explained the conditions under which the controller moves from the primary 
RADIUS server in the list to the next one and so on. Let’s bring a bit of clarity on when 
the controller falls back to using the primary RADIUS server.
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The equivalent of the passive fallback setting in AireOS is achieved by using the dead-
time command previously mentioned. This means that when you enter radius-server 
deadtime <minutes>, this command defines the number of minutes for which the 
RADIUS server is considered dead, and therefore, the WLC uses the next RADIUS serv-
ers in the list. After this time has passed, the WLC automatically starts using the primary 
RADIUS server again with the next authentication that it has to perform.

If you add the command automate-tester username <dummy username> probe-on
to the RADIUS server configuration section, test RADIUS authentications (using the 
dummy username you entered) are sent to the RADIUS server only when it is marked 
dead to see if it is back alive. If you configure automate-tester username <dummy user> 
idle-time <minutes>, the controller sends the test authentication every “idle-time” period 
even when the server is alive (which can be useful to detect whether it goes dead when 
there are no authentications ongoing). The automate tester considers the server to be alive 
if it receives any reply from the server; the tester does not need to receive a successful 
authentication result (especially because no password was configured). Just make sure 
the RADIUS server does not ignore such a plaintext PAP authentication, which can some-
times be the case with a default configuration.

Somewhat similarly, but in a purely manual fashion, you can test an authentication against 
a RADIUS server or group with the exec mode command test aaa group radius <user> 
<password> new-code. This command also sends a PAP authentication request to the 
RADIUS server list with the given username and password.

RADIUS Load Balancing

Load balancing helps in handling authentications during a server failure but can also be 
used to balance the load between several servers and make sure no RADIUS servers get 
overwhelmed with a storm of authentication requests. By default, configuring several 
servers in a radius server group allows for redundancy, but only one server is used at a 
time; the controller uses the next RADIUS only if the current server does not respond 
and gets declared dead. You can also configure several RADIUS server groups in your 
AAA authentication methods, but the effect is the same: the second RADIUS server 
group is used only if the first one is completely dead.

If you add the load-balance method least-outstanding command to the RADIUS server 
group (or globally with radius-server load-balance method least-outstanding), the WLC 
rotates RADIUS servers even when they are alive. For a new batch of RADIUS requests, it 
checks which server has the least number of transactions and uses it.

RADIUS Accounting

A similar configuration can be done to add a RADIUS accounting server. Periodic interim 
accounting records can be sent to the accounting server (otherwise, a START is sent when 
the session starts and a STOP when the client is deleted) if you enable aaa accounting 
update [newinfo] [periodic] number in global configuration mode.
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AAA Methods

The command aaa new-model is required to configure anything pertaining to AAA that 
is described here, and it unlocks many other commands. You can create various types of 
AAA methods from there:

■ Authentication dot1x: The aaa authentication dot1x <method name> <aaa server 
group> command allows you to define the authentication server(s) for 802.1X 
authentication for both wireless clients or mesh APs (if applicable).

■ Authentication login: The aaa authentication login <method> <server group> com-
mand allows you to define methods for logging in the device (GUI or CLI).

■ Authorization network: The aaa authorization network <method name> <server 
group> command is a kind of multipurpose method. Its main use is to allow the over-
ride of the AAA attribute, that is, to accept and apply RADIUS or TACACS attributes 
received from the server during an authorization result. For example, it is required for the 
controller to apply a dynamic RADIUS VLAN assignment or session timeout or ACL. 
This method type is also used for MAC address authorization (client or APs).

■ Authorization credential-download: The aaa authorization credential-download 
<method name> <server group> command allows you to define the server(s) that 
will be used for verifying credentials of an authentication happening locally. It is 
used in the case of the local EAP (when the 9800 acts as RADIUS server) or LDAP 
authentication.

■ Authorization exec: The aaa authorization exec <name> <server group> command 
is used to determine which server is used to authorize users in starting an EXEC shell 
on the device.

■ Accounting identity: The aaa accounting identity <name> start-stop <aaa server 
group> command allows you to define RADIUS accounting servers that will receive 
session statistics for network users.

When doing a local authentication (as in the case of local EAP) on the 9800, you need to 
define which methods are used with

9800(config)#aaa local authentication <method> authorization <method>

Only named AAA methods have been mentioned so far. Every method also has the 
“default” keyword that can replace the name. A named method has no effect until you call 
it from a specific part of the configuration. The default method is automatically applied 
for the said use case. For example, if you configure the aaa authentication login default
method, you impact the way users authenticate when accessing the 9800 via the CLI 
(unless you configured a named method in the VTY line configuration already). They are 
sometimes required (for example, the NETCONF authentication cannot be configured 
with named methods at the time of this writing and will always use the default one), but 
in general you should try not to use them unless you know what you are doing exactly.

AAA methods can point to RADIUS server groups or TACACS server groups (except for 
dot1x) but can also use the “local” destination. An important point is that if you select 
local first and then add a server group, the method first checks in the local database and 
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consults the external server if the user is not found locally. However, the opposite is not 
true: when defining a server group first and then local as fallback, the controller checks 
only in the local database if the server group is completely down (and not if the user is 
not found in the server group because the controller has no means of knowing why an 
authentication has failed or if the user was not found or has an invalid password).

When you’re using a local database of users, it is possible to define a set of AAA attri-
butes for them. Defining these attributes could be useful if you are doing local EAP—
that is, local authentication of 802.1X users on the WLC, and you want to return a 
specific VLAN or ACL. It can also be leveraged when you’re doing local MAC address 
authentication. You can define an AAA attribute list this way:

9800(config)#Aaa attribute list user1_list

9800(config-attr-list)#Attribute type ssid "test-ssid"

You can then map this list to the user in the local database:

9800(config)#User-name user1

9800(config-user-name)#Aaa attribute list user1_list

Or if you have MAC address users, you can use the following:

9800(config)#User-name <MAC> mac aaa attribute list <attribute-list-
name>

9800(config-user-name)#Aaa attribute list user1_list

You need to set the aaa authorization network method to point to local to accept these 
attributes. Don’t forget to enable AAA override on the policy profile as well.

Possible and popular attributes that you can use are

■ SSID: You can restrict the SSID that the user can connect to.

■ VLAN: You can assign a VLAN depending on the username.

■ QoS: You can assign QoS policies specifically for the user.

■ Session-timeout: You can override the WLAN session timeout on a per-user basis.

■ ACL: This attribute helps assigns a predefined ACL to the user.

Local EAP

Often confusingly shortened as LEAP (which is a very old and insecure EAP type), local
EAP refers to the capability of the C9800 to act as a RADIUS server for wireless clients 
only. It supports PEAP, EAP-TLS, and EAP-FAST (let’s not even mention LEAP anymore, 
which still shows up as an option in the configuration). It is meant for use in limited-scale 
deployments or as backup when the RADIUS server is not reachable (in branches where 
you have a controller, for example). Local EAP is explained in detail in a configuration 
example on Cisco.com and referenced at the end of this chapter, but let’s still look at the 
basic concepts around it.
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Local EAP requires you to

■ Configure a local user, or “network” type of user, with username <username> pass-
word 0 <password>, for example.

■ Configure a dot1x authentication method pointing locally.

■ Configure a credential download authorization method pointing locally.

■ Define the methods name under aaa local authentication.

■ Configure an EAP profile where you define the EAP types supported as well as point 
to a trustpoint for the 9800 to use a specific certificate.

■ Define the local EAP authentication profile in the WLAN settings.

TACACS+

Terminal Access Controller Access Control System (TACACS) is a protocol from 1984 
that got enhanced by Cisco under the name TACACS+ in 1993. TACACS+ has core differ-
ences with RADIUS, despite the fact both are authentication protocols covering all three 
As of the AAA acronym. Here are a few of the core differences of TACACS+ compared 
to RADIUS:

■ TACACS+ uses TCP instead of UDP. TCP is reliable and offers a connection-oriented 
transaction system. TCP covers the retransmission problems, whereas with RADIUS 
you need to specify timers and handle retransmissions in the application layer itself. 
TCP also allows you to know if the server is still dead or simply ignoring the actual 
authentication request for some reason.

■ RADIUS only encrypts the password in the access-request packet while all the rest 
of the RADIUS packet is unencrypted. TACACS+ encrypts the entire body of the 
packet but leaves a standard TACACS+ header. This protects the username as well as 
other network attributes present in the packet.

■ RADIUS combines the authorization phase with the authentication phase by return-
ing all the required privileges and attributes in the access-accept payload. TACACS+ 
separates all the phases, and the authentication phase is fully separate and only 
identifies the user without covering access privileges. The NAS can then immediately 
do an authorization request to request access to a specific resource. The TACACS+ 
server can reply to this authorization request without reauthenticating the client. 
This allows you to force the NAS to request authorization for every specific resource 
and therefore allows much more granularity.

The separation of the authorization phase, combined with the increased number of 
packets of the whole process (as seen in Figure 5-17), makes TACACS+ a protocol 
better suited for network device management than end user authentication (like 
802.1X).
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Figure 5-17 TACACS workflow

As a matter of fact, TACACS+ does not support encapsulating an 802.1X authentication, 
which means RADIUS is your one and only option to transport 802.1X on your wireless 
network. To secure and control access to your network devices, such as the wireless con-
troller, on the other hand, you have the choice between RADIUS and TACACS+. Using 
RADIUS would seem like a logical option because this means installing only one type of 
authentication server (although ISE does both RADIUS and TACACS+) and using a single 
protocol in your network. However, the drawback of using RADIUS for network device 
management is that you can return only a one-time authorization set of attributes, which 
typically are an IOS privilege level, and possibly some specific attributes (like defining 
the user as a lobby admin and not a regular admin user). TACACS+, because it allows 
you to force an authorization for every specific access, allows you to define granular 
CLIs or web pages that can be accessed. The NAS then asks for authorization for every 
single command typed on the CLI, and the authentication server accepts or denies each 
of them. TACACS+ command authorization obviously can add latency if you are going 
to paste many commands, but it allows for very granular security where specific users are 
allowed only a very specific subset of commands.
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LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol has remained popular over the years, although it 
is not a very secure end-to-end authentication solution. LDAP is a network protocol for 
accessing user directories. It does not take care of the authorization part of things (no 
network access level defined or custom attributes returned) but simply validates user 
credentials. It can be used as a back-end user database for web authentication or for local 
EAP. There are many limitations around LDAP (limited use cases, insecurity of the pass-
words, impossibility to use it for PEAP-MSCHAPV2 authentication, and so on), so this 
book does not cover it. There is a document about it on cisco.com if you seek to learn 
more; check the “References” section at the end of this chapter for the link.

As you have read in the previous sections, the AAA override check box allows the WLC 
to honor the attributes received from the RADIUS server and that are attached to the 
RADIUS access-accept packet. Some of the attributes don’t have any particular prereq-
uisites and can be honored on the spot, such as the session timeout (it overrides the 
session timeout configured in the policy profile). On the other hand, some attributes, 
such as ACL or VLAN assignment, require the VLAN or ACL to be preconfigured on 
the WLC for the WLC to simply have to apply the setting. In FlexConnect, those set-
tings need to exist on the AP itself, where they have to be applied. This means that you 
need to precreate specific VLANs and/or ACLs on the APs before being able to return 
them via the AAA server. This can be done in the Flex profile where you can add policy 
ACLs (which download the ACL to the AP and not necessarily apply it yet because it is
dynamically applied), and VLANs in the VLAN-ACL mapping (where you do not neces-
sarily have to assign an ACL but can just add VLANs).

Wireless Security Fundamentals
Next, we cover in enough detail all the security settings that can be applied on an SSID 
so that you can feel comfortable understanding what you are configuring on a Catalyst 
9800 WLAN.

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)

Wired Equivalent Privacy is not supported by the Catalyst 9800. WEP is not considered 
security and has been deprecated by the IEEE for many years. History books are avail-
able to learn more about WEP.

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA)

Wi-Fi Protected Access is the Wi-Fi Alliance certification based on the 802.11i amend-
ment to the standard. The first version was released as a stopgap for devices that did not 
have the hardware to implement the final 802.11i specifications, and therefore, WPA1 
implemented the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP), which was based on the same 
RC4 algorithm used by WEP. WPA2 uses only the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
algorithm, which is still considered secure to this day.
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WPA2 originally combines AES with Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining 
Message Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP), which is, to make things simple, the 
way that the AES encryption algorithm is applied to the data.

WPA uses the existing legacy open system authentication, which basically consists of the 
client and AP sending each other empty successful authentication frames before being 
able to send the association request. Although this approach seems weird, the reason 
is that the only other authentication frame type at the time referred to share key WEP 
authentication and was very unsecure. Therefore, the core of the WPA exchange hap-
pens after the association. The association request and response are the opportunity for 
both the client and the AP to exchange their security capabilities. The Robust Security 
Network (RSN) Information Element (IE) is there to specify which authentication and 
encryption methods and ciphers can be used by both parties.

WPA comes in two flavors (aside from the WPA1 prestandard certification and WPA2 
final certification): Personal and Enterprise. The encryption of the traffic between the 
wireless client and the AP is unique (that is, it’s different for every session) and securely 
created from the user authentication phase. It is important to note that only data frames 
are encrypted by WPA, and all the management frames are sent in clear text. WPA 
Personal is the most popular flavor out there due to the simplicity to deploy it: the wire-
less network (or SSID or WLAN) uses a preshared key that is known by all authorized 
clients and that serves as authentication (if you know it, you must be in on the secret 
and therefore allowed to join the network) as well as a seed for the unique encryption 
key. This means that every wireless client, in reality, uses a different key for sending and 
receiving traffic to and from the AP, but all those keys are generated from the same mas-
ter secret. WPA Enterprise requires the use of a RADIUS server and relies on the 802.1X/
EAP authentication framework (which typically works based on username/password pairs 
but can also accommodate certificates, tokens, smartcards, and the like) to generate the 
key seed. The benefits of WPA Enterprise are its use of different credentials for each 
user, and the fact that each user encryption key is based on those unique credentials rath-
er than shared credentials. The 802.1X/EAP can come with stronger security during the 
authentication phase, but that largely depends on the EAP method chosen and the way it 
is implemented. The cost of WPA Enterprise includes setting up a RADIUS server (which 
can be more or less of a hassle depending on what you choose) and the management of 
unique credentials for every client (although they could technically still use identical cre-
dentials if you choose that for simplicity of management). IoT devices (printers, scanners, 
and so on) typically implement WPA Personal only for the simplicity of implementation 
and do not allow WPA Enterprise to be configured.

The security of both WPA flavors lies mainly in the credentials chosen. Even with the 
most secure EAP method for WPA Enterprise, if a user password is P@ssw0rd (even 
with that @ and 0 included), the most basic tools can guess or brute-force it very quickly. 
The same goes for PSK: if you choose a complex preshared key that is long enough, your 
network is very secure to brute-forcing, and the main weakness resides in the fact that 
all clients share this same key. Therefore, someone could leak it to an attacker, and all the 
clients are then compromised instead of just one. There are multiple proprietary imple-
mentations of PSK, which allow for having more than one PSK (up to having a different 
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key for every device if you wanted to). The methods supported by the Catalyst 9800 are 
covered in the section “Preshared Key for WPA Personal.”

Protected Management Frames (PMF) is a standard amendment, compatible with WPA2 
but ratified much later, that encrypts unicast management frames and provides protection 
against forgery to broadcast management frames as well. Thanks to PMF, it is not possi-
ble anymore for an attacker to impersonate the AP in an existing client-to-AP–established 
encrypted relationship. Probes and association frames, for example, are still in clear text 
because they happen before a key handshake can occur.

The encryption key is derived from the seeding material through what is often called 
the WPA four-way handshake. In reality, several keys are created during this exchange 
because there exists a separate key for broadcast traffic called the Groupwise Transient 
Key (GTK) and a few others that are beyond the scope of this chapter. This four-way 
exchange is always the last step before traffic can be sent (typically the DHCP DISCOVER 
would be the first traffic sent by the client) in an encrypted manner on the network. This 
four-way handshake has to happen between every client and every AP the clients con-
nect to: because the encryption key is unique to the client-AP session, a different key 
has to be negotiated when the client roams to another AP. This handshake is a ping-pong 
between the AP and the client exchanging nonces (that is, random and arbitrary numbers 
used to see the cryptographic communication) to derive the same encryption key without 
transmitting that key over the network and considering both parties know a shared secret 
(either the PSK or the result of the 802.1X/EAP authentication that occurred just before). 
Those messages are called EAPoL Message 1 to 4 or EAPoL M1, M2, M3, or M4.

Those four messages are enough to exchange all the needed session keys between the AP 
and the client. Because the broadcast traffic is encrypted by a separate group key that is 
identical between every device connected to the same AP, that group key may need to be 
rotated regularly or when clients join or leave the WLAN. The AP can sometimes send 
an M5 message to which clients reply with an M6 message to derive a new group key for 
broadcast traffic.

WPA3 recently became the latest cool thing in the domain of wireless security and is 
covered later. It was created to improve on the weaknesses of WPA2. Despite the fact 
that WPA2 has still not been fully cracked yet to this day, it still showed vulnerabilities 
that required improvements. The main issues of WPA2 are as follows:

■ The passphrase/password is used for both authentication and encryption.

■ It is susceptible to offline attacks if the four-way handshake is captured. The 
attacker can try a dictionary of keys or passphrases until they are able to verify 
message 3 and 4 with it. With the public cloud offering a lot of compute power at 
a rental cost, this is making dictionary or brute-force attacks possible for anyone, 
even on a budget.

■ There is no forward secrecy, which means if you know the password or passphrase, 
you are able to derive all the session keys for all past, present, and future sessions.

■ By default, only the data frames are encrypted, which means that all the control and 
management frames are in clear text, and this basically opens the door for imperson-
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ation and for attackers to pretend to be someone else and disconnect other clients 
remotely. PMF was released to take care of this issue but didn’t get much traction 
from a Wi-Fi device manufacturer’s standpoint and so was not widely implemented.

802.1X for WPA Enterprise

802.1X-2010 (yes the X is capital) is a protocol framework for Layer 2 access control. 
This implies that the network device controls the user identity before providing an IP 
address to it and permits or denies network connectivity based on the identity of the 
user or device requesting access. Built around a wired port concept, it still translates 
perfectly as a virtual port concept for wireless users. 802.1X allows you to authenticate 
wired and wireless devices similarly, as shown in Figure 5-18. The controlled port blocks 
all data except for 802.1X-related authentication frames (called EAPoL frames) until 
authentication has completed successfully. At that point, the port forwards all or some 
traffic only (based on the authentication result). Over wireless, each association between 
a client and access point generates a unique pair of 802.1X virtual ports. The only dif-
ference with 802.1X over wireless is that the authentication results in the generation of 
cryptographic keys that are used for traffic encryption (which is not necessarily the case 
over a wired connection).

Before Authentication After Authentication

DHCP
TFTP

KRB5
HTTP

EAPoL

George

DHCP
TFTP

KRB5
HTTP

EAPoL

?

Figure 5-18 802.1X port-based authentication system

802.1X Components

As specified in the standard, and as shown in the Figure 5-19, a few terms depict the vari-
ous roles of devices taking part in an 802.1X authentication:

■ The supplicant: The client requesting access to a network resource and submitting 
credentials for authentication.

■ The authenticator: A network device controlling the access to the network and facil-
itating the authentication process by relaying the credentials of the supplicant to the 
authentication server. This typically is a switch or, in this case, a WLC.

■ The authentication server: A server responsible for validating the credentials sent by 
the supplicant and determining the network access level to grant to the user. In this 
case, this is the ISE server.
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Secured Network
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Figure 5-19 802.1X components

EAP

The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is at the heart of the 802.1X authentica-
tion process and provides a flexible framework and protocol, which supports multiple 
methods that are negotiated between the client and the authentication server and used to 
mutually authenticate them. EAP messages between the supplicant and the authenticator 
run directly over the data link using EAP over LAN (EAPoL) encapsulation (as shown in 
Figure 5-20). The authenticator can then extract the EAP payload and forward it to the 
authentication server over the wired network, typically inside a RADIUS packet. There 
is a clear demarcation between the EAP exchange over EAPoL between the client and 
the authenticator, which uses no addressing because the link is point to point and is sup-
posed to be the only traffic allowed, and the transport of this EAP exchange over the IP 
network to the authentication server, which can be much further away on the network.

Supplicant

EAP

Authentication
Server

EAPoL RADIUS

Authenticator

Figure 5-20 EAP authentication workflow

EAP is a request-response protocol consisting of only four EAP type packets identified 
in the “code” field:

■ Request: This packet is sent by the authenticator to the supplicant and uses the type 
field to indicate what is requested (for example, identity, or EAP method to use).

■ Response: This packet is sent by the supplicant in response to a valid request from 
the authenticator.

■ Success: This packet is sent by the authenticator to signify a successful completion 
of an authentication.

■ Failure: This packet is used by the authenticator if the authentication ends in a 
failure.
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EAPoL frames also have several types and can be an EAPoL START (to signify one party 
wants to start a new authentication) or an EAPoL key (which transports a key).

EAP Methods

EAP is a framework protocol allowing for many different authentication methods (each 
having a unique ID) that define how credentials are exchanged. Although many exist, 
only a handful are used for authentication over wireless, and they are covered here.

■ PEAP (Protected EAP): As depicted in Figure 5-21, this method relies on server-side 
TLS authentication to create an encrypted tunnel using a valid certificate that the 
authentication server sends to the supplicant at the beginning of the handshake. Just 
like during HTTPS web browsing, a TLS tunnel is built, and the server side always 
has to provide a certificate to validate its identity. The client doesn’t have to provide 
anything. Historically, many operating systems allowed the supplicant to not enforce 
validation of the server certificate, which means you could run a bogus certificate 
on your ISE server without issues, but more and more operating systems started to 
enforce this validation with no option to disable it manually. This means it is becom-
ing a requirement to have a certificate on your ISE server that the client has in its 
trust store. Some clients allow you to manually import the ISE certificate in real 
time, whereas others require you to preload it. When this TLS tunnel is established, a 
new EAP negotiation using a new/another EAP method takes place inside the tunnel.

Supplicant

Signed by Trusted CA
Allowed Server

Server Certificate

TLS Channel Established

Server

Authentication
ServerAuthenticator

Authentication

ServerCA CA

Figure 5-21 PEAP authentication high-level workflow

Therefore, the goal of PEAP is only to provide an encrypted tunnel to securely use 
another (even less secure normally) EAP method inside it. That new inner EAP meth-
od is typically EAP-GTC, MS-CHAPv2, or EAP-TLS.

■ PEAP with inner EAP-GTC: This EAP method was originally designed for one-
time password authentication or token authentication. This means sending the 
password in clear text (but it’s inside the PEAP original TLS tunnel, so it’s not 
visible to an attacker/eavesdropper). This method is required if you are using a 
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third-party user credentials database like LDAP or such, as is typically the case 
when using one-time passwords. The external user database needs to get the 
password in clear text to verify it because it is not able to verify the MS-CHAPv2 
encrypted version of it.

■ PEAP with inner EAP-MS-CHAPv2: This is the most popular EAP method 
so far among Windows PCs and smartphones. EAP-MS-CHAPv2 is a way to 
exchange a username and password in encrypted form (it’s encrypted twice 
because CHAP already encrypts the password and it’s inside the PEAP TLS tun-
nel as well).

■ PEAP with inner EAP-TLS: This is maybe the most secure method because 
another TLS authentication happens inside the encrypted TLS tunnel. This inner 
TLS authentication, this time, requires both server- and client-side certificate 
authentication. This means typically running an Enterprise PKI (something ISE 
can do for you with BYOD workflows) and issuing your own certificates to your 
clients. The client certificate is encrypted to any attacker/eavesdropper, so it is 
impossible for anyone other than ISE to know the certificate fields such as the 
username. Considering it involves two TLS handshakes, this method is quite slow 
if the client has to reauthenticate fully every time it roams to another access 
point. Fast roaming is advised if you want to deploy it.

■ EAP-FAST (EAP-Flexible Authentication via Secure Tunneling): Depicted in 
Figure 5-22, developed by Cisco, and published as IETF RFC 4851, EAP-FAST 
enables mutual authentication by using a shared secret, called the Protected Access 
Credential (PAC), to establish a TLS tunnel that secures the exchange of user authen-
tication messages. It has similarities to PEAP in this regard, but the PAC is at the 
core of EAP-FAST and allows for more deployment options. The PAC can be manu-
ally distributed to the client out-of-band if you want to ensure the most secure 
deployment. EAP-FAST has three phrases. Phase 0 is required only if you opted out 
of manually distributing the PAC out of band. During that phase, the PAC is provi-
sioned in-band on the supplicant using either an anonymous TLS handshake (using 
the Diffie-Hellman protocol) or an authenticated tunnel using the server certificate. 
Concretely, this means you can avoid using a valid and trusted certificate on the 
authentication server in case you are doing manual PAC out-of-band provisioning or 
if you provision in-band but decided to use an anonymous TLS tunnel. Phase 1 is 
the TLS tunnel establishment using the PAC, which takes care of mutual authentica-
tion (if both sides have the PAC, they must know each other). Finally in phase 2, user 
authentication credentials are passed within the TLS tunnel created in phase 1. Either 
EAP-MS-CHAPv2 or EAP-TLS is available as the inner method, just like for PEAP. 
EAP-FAST also allows for proprietary features such as EAP-chaining where two 
identities (the device itself and the user on it) can be provided in the same authenti-
cation flow. The security of EAP-FAST depends greatly on your deployment options 
and the inner method used. Most people use it with anonymous in-band provision-
ing, which typically requires a first failed authentication to deliver the PAC before 
authentications can succeed after the client has installed the PAC correctly.
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Figure 5-22 EAP-FAST high-level overview

■ EAP-TLS: Depicted in Figure 5-23 and described in IETF RFC 5216, this method 
was covered previously as an inner method to PEAP or EAP-FAST. It is also available 
as a standalone method. A TLS tunnel is then built based on both a server-side as 
well as a client-side certificate. The tunnel itself is the authentication, and no other 
inner method occurs. It is therefore possible for an eavesdropper to read certificate 
details (which is not necessarily a major security concern) during the authentication. 
For an EAP-TLS authentication to succeed, the client device should have the root 
CA that issued the authentication server certificate chain in its trusted root CA store, 
and the authentication server should similarly have the root CA on top of the client 
certification chain in its trusted root CA store. This way, both parties can authenti-
cate the other party certificate as issued by a trusted chain of CAs. It is interesting 
to note that there is technically no username in EAP-TLS authentication: a certificate 
is provided, and it’s either trusted by the other side or it is not. The certificate is not 
issued to a username but to specific fields such as Common Name (CN), Country 
(C), and Organization (OU). To be able to identify the certificate uniquely to return a 
specific set of privilege, the authentication server can be configured to consider any 
of these certificate fields (or a combination of fields) as a username.

The validity of a certificate in an 802.1X context consists of verifying whether the certificate 
is still in its validity period and if it is issued by a trusted root CA on top of the chain and 
optionally if the certificate hasn’t been revoked in a certificate revocation list (CRL). Some 
authentication servers can proceed in making a binary comparison of the certificate; that 
is, they compare bit by bit that the certificate presented is the same one as the one stored in 
the authentication server database, but that is uncommon. Being issued by a trusted source 
is typically enough. There is no verification of the name on the certificate because users 
don’t really map to domain names like web servers do. The client also can hardly verify the 
authentication server DNS FQDN because 802.1X is a Layer 2 authentication method hap-
pening before any sort of IP connectivity. The client only relies on having the trusted CA 
installed in its store as well as the validity period. On its side, the ISE can be configured to 
read one field of the certificate (typically the CN) to obtain a username out of the certificate 
if that can be useful for matching authorization policies.
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Figure 5-23 EAP-TLS high-level overview

WPA3 Enterprise

WPA3 also comes with a revision of the Enterprise flavor of WPA. There is no major 
advertised change, but the main thing is that WPA is also an interoperability certification, 
and this certification was revised to take care of many previous flaws and attack vectors 
around its implementation. More notably, WPA3 Enterprise brings a 192-bit cryptograph-
ic strength aimed at sensitive government and finance sectors, while the 128-bit security 
remains the default. The list of supported and allowed cryptographic protocols is revised 
and updated in WPA3, and a more restrictive option called SuiteB brings a uniform list of 
very secure protocols for the most demanding customers. PMF is now a requirement for 
WPA3, which means that clients supporting WPA3 support PMF, and on the administra-
tor side, it is impossible to configure a WPA3 SSID without PMF being enabled.

A transition mode exists to allow WPA3 clients to use PMF while WPA2 clients can still 
connect. WPA transition mode basically downgrades the security of your SSID to a regu-
lar WPA2 SSID though.

Fast Transition (FT), the standard for fast and secure roaming (covered in more detail 
in the next chapter, along with client mobility), is not supported with 192-bit WPA3 
Enterprise at this time; this would need a new AKM for 192 bits + FT and would need 
clients to support it, so it’s an industrywide limitation. Also, Catalyst 9115 and 9120 
access points do not support WPA3 SuiteB GCMP256 ciphers (AES256 is okay).

Preshared Key for WPA Personal

When you’re configuring WPA Personal with a preshared key, what you typically think 
of as “the key” is actually the passphrase. It is not what is used to encrypt the traffic 
and not even what is used to generate the actual encryption key. Details are beyond the 
scope of this book, but the passphrase is converted to a 256-bit key, called a Pairwise 
Master Key (PMK), using a standard conversion method. That 256-bit key is used to 
generate the actual final encryption key. This allows you to have a variable-length pass-
phrase (imagine having to remember a 64-character passphrase, for example), which 
is easier to remember. The requirements for the passphrase are that it must contain 
between 8 and 63 printable ASCII characters. Eight characters is really not a lot and 
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should definitely not be used in production because it is a reasonable length to brute-
force by using dictionaries of commonly used passphrases. Using a longer passphrase 
(including fancier characters) randomizes the 256-bit final key better and protects you 
from brute-force attacks.

One of the inherent weaknesses of the PSK authentication and key management protocol 
is that even if the encryption/session key is unique for each client, these keys are derived 
from the same seeding material (the passphrase). In practice, this means that if an attacker 
starts to listen to over-the-air traffic and knows the passphrase, it is not able to decrypt 
the traffic because it cannot derive the same session key. However, if the attacker is lis-
tening when a given client is associating and the attacker hears the four-way handshake, 
the attacker is able to derive the same session key as the client because they know the 
passphrase.

WPA3 SAE

WPA3 Personal is also called SAE for Simultaneous Authentication of Equals and brings 
much more than just a change of name. Contrary to its predecessors (WPA1 and 2), SAE 
does not rely on the open authentication mechanism but adds a new SAE authentication 
frame type, as shown in Figure 5-24. This adds two frames to the overall frame exchange 
count because there are four SAE authentication frames exchanged in total (two back 
and forth between the client and the AP), then the association and the typical four-way 
handshake.

Figure 5-24 WPA3 SAE workflow
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The SAE authentication frame exchange consists of four frames because it is a kind of 
key exchange by itself. Finishing the SAE initial four-frame exchange results in deriving 
a Pairwise Master Key (PMK) already. The concept of SAE is to protect the actual four-
way key exchange by having it encrypted thanks to an SAE exchange done first,which 
allows you to exchange anonymously session keys. This process is similar in principle to 
the PEAP concept of building a secure tunnel to exchange credentials more securely. The 
effect of this is that even if an attacker knows the passphrase (which is still the weakest 
attack vector to get on to your network), the attacker is not able to decrypt the traffic 
from any wireless client, and that is a strong advantage over WPA2. In summary, SAE 
strongly enhances privacy while authentication security stays related to the strength of 
your passphrase and how you share it with your users. The SAE handshake also prevents 
the attacker from doing offline brute-force attacks on a captured handshake because that 
attacker has to be online and try one key at a time, which drastically reduces the speed 
of brute-forcing (and allows you to detect the attack).

WPA3 SAE requires PMF to be enabled (as for all WPA3 deployment types) and does 
not support Fast Transition (FT) at the time of this writing.

MPSK

MPSK (Mulitple PreShared Key) is an option you can configure in the WLAN settings 
(as shown in Figure 5-25); it allows you to configure up to five preshared keys for a given 
WLAN. This allows you to rotate keys or to use specific keys for specific devices. Keep 
in mind, however, that there is no authentication: anyone can connect using any of the 
keys entered.

Figure 5-25 MPSK configuration in WLAN settings

Due to the way SAE works, MPSK is not supported with WPA3.
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Identity PSK (iPSK)

Identity PSK is a standard PSK SSID where the administrator configures MAC filtering to 
have a pretext to reach out to a RADIUS server (you don’t necessarily want to validate the 
MAC addresses). The RADIUS server can then return, through specific attributes, a (pos-
sibly) unique key for use with the wireless client. It is assumed the wireless client knows 
the right key to use. Although many people think this means they have to add wireless 
device MAC addresses in the RADIUS server and return specific PSKs depending on 
the MAC used for authentication, this is not the only possibility. As a matter of fact, the 
RADIUS server can use any RADIUS attribute in its authorization policy to determine 
which key to return: the location of the AP/WLC, the type of client device used (through 
profiling), or any creative combination based on the RADIUS attributes present in the 
MAC filtering authentication request. An example is shown later, but first let’s look at 
MAC filtering itself and RADIUS concepts.

MAC Filtering

If you configure MAC filtering (also sometimes called MAC bypass) on a WLAN, the 
controller basically verifies the client MAC address authorization after the client sends 
the association request frame and before sending the association response. The wireless 
controller can either check locally in its local database or send the request to an external 
authentication server. The association response status code sent back to the client then 
depends on the authentication result: the association is rejected if the MAC address is 
not authorized to access the network.

There are several concerns with this system:

■ It is not a security measure. A MAC address can be spoofed, and MAC addresses 
can be easily discovered by eavesdropping because they are always in clear text, and 
therefore it cannot be considered as a proper security measure.

■ The fact that more and more devices use a randomized MAC address to connect to 
networks makes this measure completely unpractical and unmanageable. The last 
remaining use case could be IoT devices that do not perform MAC randomization 
or devices where the administrator manually configured the wireless adapter to not 
change the MAC address. But again, it cannot be considered secure because a MAC 
can be spoofed.

■ It can be used as a pretext to trigger a RADIUS authentication to the external 
authentication server, as is the case with central web authentication (covered later).

■ The MAC filtering authentication happens between the association request and the 
association response, which means that if the wireless controller has to verify the 
MAC address with an external RADIUS server, this can add a great deal of latency, 
and the association response sent back to the client can be delayed. There is no stan-
dard recommended maximum latency, but after more than 50 ms, most clients do not 
wait for an association response anymore and try to connect to other APs, possibly 
on other channels. MAC filtering has to be implemented with a low-latency nearby 
MAC address database.
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Note At the time of this writing, the only MAC address format tolerated in the WLC 
local database for authorizing clients and APs via MAC filtering is aaaabbbbcccc (without 
any separators).

Enhanced Open

Not part of the WPA3 specification but released at the same time, Enhanced Open 
brings more privacy to open networks by encrypting all the guest traffic without requir-
ing any key to be shared. Guest networks are here to stay, and although some administra-
tors configured a preshared key on their guest WLAN, it is clear that this approach is nei-
ther secure nor practical: you have to share the key with your guests one way or another, 
and this often leads to anyone being able to figure out what the key is. This means that 
anyone can get on your network without having to type in anything. Enhanced Open 
does not bring any security in the authentication sense of the word; anyone can still 
onboard the network without any form of verification of identity. However, based on 
Opportunistic Wireless Encryption (OWE), the client and AP securely derive an 
encryption session key pretty much out of thin air (that is, without having a shared secret 
known beforehand from both parties).

Once connected, their traffic is private, meaning no attacker is able to decrypt their traf-
fic (offline dictionary attacks are rendered impossible). Enhanced Open also requires 
PMF, which means it is not possible anymore for an attacker to remotely deauthenticate 
anyone else or impersonate certain management frames. Interestingly, Enhanced Open 
even beats WPA2-PSK from a privacy standpoint because when the attacker knows the 
WPA2-PSK, they can decode everyone’s traffic, which is not the case with Enhanced 
Open, because every client uses a different master key that differs at each session.

Enhanced Open comes with a great transition mode because client support for Enhanced 
Open is still limited at this time. When using Enhanced Open transition mode, the con-
troller creates two SSIDs in fact. One is broadcasted and is a regular open SSID, and the 
second is hidden (that is, its name is not present in beacons) and uses Enhanced Open as 
security. The regular open SSID beacons contain an information element advertising the 
presence of a hidden Enhanced Open BSS. This behavior is standardized, which means it 
is not a Cisco hack, and any client supporting Enhanced Open is aware of this technique. 
The result is that the legacy clients not supporting Enhanced Open simply see a regular 
open guest SSID and connect to it without seeing anything different (and do not benefit 
from any improved privacy, of course), whereas clients supporting Enhanced Open auto-
matically connect to the Enhanced Open SSID even when the user selected the regular 
one on their device.

Securing the Air
Many configuration examples are available on cisco.com, showing very specific configu-
ration. Here, we highlight the usual security combinations and the configuration logic, 
not the detailed steps.
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WPA2 Personal

When adding a WLAN, as depicted in Figure 5-26, simply choose WPA+WPA2 as the 
Layer 2 security mode. Fast Transition is possible to configure with a PSK but does not 
bring a lot of advantages to the table.

Figure 5-26 WPA 2 PSK SSID settings

The standard configuration, as shown in Figures 5-27 and 5-28, is PSK as AKM with 
AES128. GCMP is a protocol that allows for fast encryption of very high throughputs of 
data but is not required at typical Wi-Fi 6 speeds yet, and 256 bits of encryption is typically 
used in conjunction with WPA3 (although not necessarily, because not all clients support it).

Figure 5-27 WPA2 PSK Layer2 security settings
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Figure 5-28 WPA2 PSK SSID key configuration

Enter the key as unencrypted if you are typing it manually. You would choose an AES 
key if the passphrase you were pasting is already AES-encrypted (if you were copying 
from an existing encrypted configuration file, for example).

Figure 5-29 shows the Robust Security Network (RSN) information element (a field from 
the beacon frame of the AP) of the WPA2 PSK SSID illustrated in Figure 5-26.

Figure 5-29 RSN information element of a beacon frame of a WPA PSK SSID

WPA3 SAE

For configuring SAE, select WPA3 (starting with 17.6 IOS-XE) or WPA2+WPA3 as the secu-
rity mode, as shown in Figure 5-30. As a reminder, FT is not supported with SAE at this time.

Figure 5-30 SAE WLAN example configuration
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Choose AES-128 and SAE for the AKM, as shown in Figure 5-31. WPA3 offers the same 
128-bit encryption as was used with WPA2 but allows you to turn it up to 256 bits and 
offers the choice between the same CCMP mode of operation or to use Galois Counter 
Mode Protocol (GCMP). GCMP was meant to be used with 802.11ac wave 2 because it is 
better suited for very high throughput encryption, but it did not get traction in the field 
back then, especially on the client side. Many WPA3-certified devices now support 256-
bit AES and GCMP.

Figure 5-31 Ciphers option example for SAE

Enter your preshared key unencrypted, as depicted in Figure 5-32, and you should be 
good to go.

Figure 5-32 PSK configuration for SAE

If you take a wireless capture and look at the beacon RSN IE, you can see SAE adver-
tised as the authentication key management method (see Figure 5-33).
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Figure 5-33 SAE advertised in the SSID beacon RSN IE

WPA2 with iPSK

The concept of Identity PSK is to use a different WPA preshared key depending on 
the identity of the client connecting. This differs from MPSK, where several keys are 
available, and anyone can use any key. In this method, you rely on the AAA server to 
return a specific key, depending on the authentication result. iPSK is covered in detail in 
Configure Catalyst 9800 WLC iPSK With Cisco ISE on cisco.com, but let’s tackle the 
important points and use the opportunity to explain the concepts of RADIUS attributes. 
On the WLC side, you need to create a WPA PSK WLAN and add MAC filtering, as 
illustrated in Figure 5-34. The MAC filtering is basically an excuse to reach out to the 
AAA server and initiate a RADIUS conversation; the intent is not necessarily to authorize 
the MAC address.

Figure 5-34 iPSK SSID security settings part 1

As you can see in Figure 5-35, you still need to configure a PSK that is the default 
key, used when the AAA server returns only a permit-access and not specifying any 
extra key.
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Figure 5-35 iPSK SSID security settings part 2

The AAA method used in MAC filtering is a “aaa authorization network” type. The 
policy profile used also needs to allow AAA override for the WLC to accept RADIUS 
attributes returned by the AAA server.

On the Cisco ISE side, you have many options. You can enter specific devices’ MAC 
addresses in the endpoint database so that MAC addresses are authenticated. You could 
also configure your authentication policy to proceed and continue with the authorization 
despite the authentication failing if the user is not found. Figure 5-36 illustrates an 
example of authorization rules you could configure. The first rule returns an access-accept 
along with the PSK “Cisco123” that the client has to use. The second rule illustrates the fact 
that you do not necessarily have to enter specific MAC addresses in your RADIUS server 
database but can use any of the RADIUS attributes present in the authentication request.

Figure 5-36 ISE authorization policies for IPSK

This example uses the called-station-id and relies on the fact that the 9800 is configured 
to specify the AP locations in that attribute. You can configure it under Configuration > 
Security > AAA > AAA Advanced > Global Config > Show Advanced Settings, as shown 
in Figure 5-37. The same page also allows you to specify the MAC address format that will 
be handy if you are using a third-party RADIUS server such as FreeRadius You can therefore 
define a specific key to use in a specific area of the network, regardless of who the client is. 
It could also be an option to write a rule based on the device group the client MAC belongs 
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to (either through static group membership in the ISE endpoint database or through profiling 
dynamic rules): your creativity and the existing RADIUS attributes set are the limit.

Figure 5-37 Customization of the called-station-id RADIUS field

The custom authorization results are straightforward and only need two attributes that 
are Cisco proprietary and called cisco-av-pair (they are shown in Figure 5-38). The first 
attribute is cisco-av-pair, and the value is psk=<actual key you want to use>, whereas 
the other is an identical cisco-av-pair and its value is ascii because you probably want to 
use your WPA key as an ASCII key.

Figure 5-38 ISE authorization result
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iPSK works because the MAC filtering is an authentication that happens at the 802.11 
association phase. The AP or WLC authenticates the MAC address before replying with 
an association response, and therefore, this is a time-sensitive process where the client 
can give up on waiting for this association response and move to another channel if your 
RADIUS server is not quick enough.

Let’s take a look at the RADIUS exchange from the RadioActive Trace output taken 
from the Catalyst 9800. The exchange is simple: the controller sends an access-request 
mentioning the MAC address of the client as both username and password. The RADIUS 
server is expected to reply with access-accept or access-reject. Example 5-2 shows the 
request, as sent by the 9800 for an iPSK SSID.

Example 5-2 Always-On Logs Corresponding to a RADIUS Access-Request 
Packet Being Sent

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Send Access-Request to 
192.168.1.99:1812 id 0/59, len 384

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: authenticator 9b 9e 12 
1c 3b d9 d2 b3 - 53 4d f5 f0 2b 63 ae 1c

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: User-Name        [1]     
14  "e87f95532012"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: User-Password    [2]     
18  *

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Service-Type     [6]      
6  Call Check                [10]

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
31

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
25  “service-type=Call Check”

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Framed-MTU       [12]     
6  1485

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Message-
Authenticator[80]    18  ...

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: EAP-Key-Name     [102]    
2  *

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
49

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
43  “audit-session-id=8501A8C00000004ECC162224”

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
18

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
12  “method=mab”

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
30

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
24  “client-iif-id=50334480”

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
17
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wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
11  "vlan-id=1"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: NAS-IP-Address   [4]      
6  192.168.1.133

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: NAS-Port-Id      [87]    
17  "capwap_9000001b"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: NAS-Port-Type    [61]     
6  802.11 wireless           [19]

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: NAS-Port         [5]      
6  116

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
28

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
22  "cisco-wlan-ssid=iPSK"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco    [26]    
30

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair    [1]     
24  "wlan-profile-name=iPSK"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Called-Station-Id   
[30]    24  "d4-ad-bd-a2-8f-20:iPSK"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Calling-Station-Id  
[31]    19  "e8-7f-95-53-20-12"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Airespace   
[26]    12

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Airespace-WLAN-ID  [1]      
6  5

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Nas-Identifier      
[32]     7  "Katar"

Note a couple of interesting RADIUS attributes:

■ User-name: In this case, the client didn’t initiate any authentication and therefore 
does not provide any username. It’s the 9800 that decides to fill the User-name field 
with the MAC address using a specific format.

■ User-password: This is one of the few fields that is encrypted with the RADIUS 
shared secret.

■ Service-type: Although the naming of the possible options doesn’t match current 
usages (they go back to the origin of RADIUS for dial-up communications), they 
depict whether the authentication is a MAC authentication or an 802.1X authentica-
tion, for example (“Call check” in the case of MAC, “Framed” in case of 802.1X).

■ Framed MTU: The controller expresses the MTU it can honor for RADIUS. It is 
interesting to note that the RADIUS server is not required to follow this value, and 
Cisco ISE doesn’t follow it; therefore, fragmentation of RADIUS packets can occur.

■ Message authenticator: This field is encrypted using the shared secret, to make sure 
the WLC is allowed to communicate with the RADIUS server.
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■ Cisco AVPair : A couple of Cisco AVPairs mention some additional and optional 
information such as the SSID name, the WLAN profile name, the VLAN, or the fact 
that it’s a MAC address filtering authentication (“method=mab”).

■ Audit-session-id : It is created by the WLC and serves as session ID (for example, if you 
want to terminate the session via CoA from ISE) even when accounting is not in use.

■ Airespace-WLAN-ID : The Catalyst 9800 keeps using the same Airespace propri-
etary attributes introduced by the former generation of WLCs, which specifies the 
WLAN ID the client is connecting to.

■ Calling-station-id : This attribute is always the MAC address of the client.

■ Called-station-id : This attribute is, by default, the MAC address of the AP but can 
be customized to append other values. Here, the SSID name is appended to it.

All these attributes can be used to create authentication and authorization rules in the 
ISE, which means it is possible to authenticate the client based on where it is trying to 
connect, on which SSID it is trying to connect, its MAC address, and so on.

After this request, the RADIUS server replies with an access-accept, authorizing the client 
on the network and also providing the PSK that this client should be using, as shown in 
Example 5-3.

Example 5-3 Always-On Logs Corresponding to a RADIUS Access-Accept 
Packet Being Received

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Received from id 
1812/59 192.168.1.99:0, Access-Accept, len 185

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: authenticator 2c d3 14 
54 c5 e4 f2 7d - e1 4a b3 ee 80 ba 3f 2f

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: User-Name           [1]     
19  "E8-7F-95-53-20-12"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Class               
[25]    50  ...

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Message-
Authenticator[80]    18  ...

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco       
[26]    23

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): *

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair       [1]     
17

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco       
[26]    22

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair       [1]     
16  "psk-mode=ascii"

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS: Vendor, Cisco       
[26]    33

wncd_x_R0-0{1}: [radius] [25734]: (info): RADIUS:  Cisco AVpair       [1]     
27  "profile-name=Apple-Device"
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iPSK becomes a bit trickier to use for clients such as smartphones that now typically 
use a private MAC address by default (that is subject to change) but stays relevant 
for IoT devices that typically have a fixed MAC address because privacy is not their 
concern.

iPSK is supported in FlexConnect local switching mode. The P2P blocking action con-
figuration drop-down in the WLAN advanced settings allows for an “allow private group” 
intriguing setting. This, when combined with iPSK, allows users using the same PSK to 
talk to each other but not talk to users using a different PSK.

Enhanced Open

Let’s cover a typical use case where you, as administrator, want to configure Enhanced 
Open but still allow older clients to be able to connect to the guest SSID. Figure 5-39 
shows the final result: one WLAN is configured for WPA3 Enhanced Open (called 
OWE), and the other is a fully open SSID. Only the fully open SSID called “Open” has its 
name broadcasted in the beacons while Enhanced Open is hidden.

Figure 5-39 A pair of Open/Enhanced Open SSIDs for Enhanced Open Transition mode

For this example, create the first SSID, call it EnhancedOpen (in reality, choose a name 
that is relevant for your company), and make sure it is hidden by disabling Broadcast 
SSID, as depicted in Figure 5-40.

Figure 5-40 Enhanced Open SSID general settings

Configure the security settings to be WPA3 with OWE as AKM and choose a cipher 
(AES 128 is a good conservative choice for a guest SSID), as shown in Figures 5-41 and 
5-42. The last field asks you for the transition mode WLAN ID. This basically asks you 
for the “other SSID in the pair.” So, when configuring the Enhanced Open SSID, enter the 
WLAN ID of the open SSID (4 in this example).
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Figure 5-41 Enhanced Open security settings part 1

Figure 5-42 Enhanced Open SSID security settings part 2

Proceed with the creation of the regular open SSID, which is broadcasted and with no 
particular security settings other than enabling OWE transition mode and specifying the 
WLAN ID of the Enhanced Open SSID, as shown in Figure 5-43.
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Figure 5-43 Regular open SSID linked with transition mode to an Enhanced
Open SSID

When you’re done, if you look at the scan list of SSIDs for a wireless client present in 
the area where the WLANs are active, no matter what it supports, it shows only the 
Open SSID (because it is the only one broadcasted). If your client does not support 
Enhanced Open, it connects to the Open SSID, and it is business as usual. If your cli-
ent supports Enhanced Open, even if you click the “Open” SSID in the list of heard 
SSIDs, in reality you are connected to the secure SSID. You can see from the Monitor 
> Clients page in the WebUI that the client is, in fact, using encryption, as depicted in 
Figure 5-44.

Figure 5-44 Security details of a client connected to an Enhanced Open SSID

(Local) Web Authentication

Cisco.com offers a great guide titled Configuring Web-based Authentication on Cisco
Catalyst 9800 Series Controllers covering the various types of web authentication avail-
able on the Catalyst 9800 as well as recommendations and limitations.

Web authentication is a Layer 3 security policy (contrary to central web authentication, 
which is covered in the next section) and is sometimes called local web authentication 
because the ACL and portal URL are locally configured on the WLC. It does not mean 
that the portal cannot be hosted on an external server but only that the configura-
tion of these details has to appear in the WLC configuration. The naming convention 
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can quickly become confusing around this feature; therefore, it is better and easier to 
fully refer to each component. The authentication part of the web authentication can 
be hosted locally on the controller or distributed to an LDAP database or a RADIUS 
server. The portal page can also be hosted on the WLC (and even customized) or on an 
external web server (that only has a web server role and does not authenticate the user). 
For example, saying you need to configure “Local web authentication with a local user 
database and an external login page” is easier to understand (although much longer to 
articulate) than saying you are configuring external web authentication. Figure 5-45 
depicts the workflow of web authentication, although many different examples would 
be needed to cover all the possibilities, depending on where each part is hosted, but the 
concepts stay the same.

User AP/WLC
DHCP
DNS ISE

Open SSID with
WebAuth1

User Opens Browser

User Sends Credentials

Login Page
4

WLC Applies
New Policy

6

User Acquires IP Address, Moves to WebAuth State
3

WLC Queries ISE Server

ISE Server Returns Policy
5

WLC Applies
ACL

2

ISE Authorizes
User

Username
Password

Registration

Figure 5-45 Local web authentication workflow

Web authentication can be configured on top of an existing preshared key or even 
802.1X SSID. What defines a local web authentication SSID is the fact that the Layer 3 
security tab of the WLAN configuration shows one type of web authentication config-
ured. When a client connects to a web authentication SSID, a hidden preauthentication 
ACL is applied to it; it blocks all traffic except for DHCP and DNS while HTTP traffic 
is intercepted and redirected for web authentication. The wireless client can obtain an IP 
address (step 3) and detect the web portal by sending HTTP packets (step 4). The WLC 
spoofs whatever IP address was the destination of this HTTP packet and replies back with 
a redirection to the login page (whether it is hosted on the WLC or not). The login page 
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can potentially be external and is only an HTML repository. The authentication process 
is completely separate, and the WLC either authenticates the user credentials locally or 
sends them via LDAP or RADIUS to an external server for validation. When the authen-
tication is complete, the WLC moves the client to the RUN state, and the preauthentica-
tion ACL is removed.

A very focused reader wonders how the WLC can know the user credentials if they are 
entered in a web page that is not necessarily hosted on it. The controller has to use a 
trick for this. When the page is hosted on the WLC, the controller uses its virtual IP (a 
nonroutable IP like 192.0.2.1 typically) to serve it. The user credentials are then submitted 
to it, and this is how the WLC knows the credentials. A similar system is used even if the 
page is hosted externally: the web redirection sends the client first to the virtual IP any-
way, which then sends the user again to the external login page while it adds arguments 
to the URL, such as the location of the virtual IP. Even when the page is hosted exter-
nally, the user still submits its credentials to the virtual IP thanks to this trick so that the 
WLC can receive the user credentials and authenticate them. If you are to write your own 
login page, refer to the HTML example provided in the Catalyst 9800 wireless controller 
download section on cisco.com to see how to have the credentials properly submitted to 
the WLC.

When we talk about web authentication, it is important to talk about the certificate 
validation. For a good web authentication experience, it is crucial to install a trusted cer-
tificate on the controller and apply it for use with web authentication. There are multiple 
criteria for a browser to validate a certificate; the main ones are

■ The certificate must be within its validity period.

■ The certificate must have a Common Name (CN) field that corresponds to the URL 
visited.

■ The certificate must be issued by trusted certificate authorities (CAs).

The second criterion is also related to the fact that you typically cannot issue certificates 
to IP addresses. You must configure a virtual hostname linked to the virtual IP you are 
using. Instead of being redirected to the virtual IP, the clients are then redirected to the 
hostname entered. That’s the hostname you need to issue your web authentication por-
tal certificate to. It is also expected that the DNS used by the wireless client redirects 
requests to the virtual hostname toward the virtual IP.

The third one does not necessarily mean that you need to have a public third-party-
signed certificate, but if you use an enterprise PKI, you need to make sure that the root 
CA is installed on every wireless client (which can be challenging in the case of a guest 
SSID).

The catch is that if you are hosting your login page on an external web server, the client 
is presented with two certificates during the login experience: the WLC virtual IP certifi-
cate and the external login page certificate.
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There are other slight variations of web authentication:

■ Webconsent: Sometimes also called web passthrough, this variation removes the 
authentication phase. The page typically displays only the terms and conditions and 
asks the user to agree before letting them through on the network. The page can 
optionally ask the user to leave an email address, but no validation is performed. This 
type is used by many external portals relying on social network login credentials 
because the controller is not able to perform the authentication of the credentials. It 
is then the login page that is expected to perform the credentials validation, but in 
the back end, the controller has no means of verifying it.

■ Web authentication on MAC filter failure: This variation is a MAC filtering SSID 
where the client is put in a web authentication pending state if the MAC authentica-
tion fails and is fully allowed on the network if it is successful.

Central Web Authentication

Central web authentication (CWA) is named this way because the configuration of the 
web authentication details (such as the ACL and the redirect URL) are configured cen-
trally on the RADIUS servers. This means that the SSID on the WLC is configured with 
MAC filtering enabled (to have a pretext to send RADIUS requests to the ISE server) and 
optionally a preshared key or Enhanced Open. The ISE server then replies with an access-
accept, along with a redirect URL and redirect ACL, as depicted in step 3 in 
Figure 5-46. The redirect ACL is a punt ACL that needs to be predefined on the WLC (or 
the AP in the case of FlexConnect local switching). The ISE server just returns the name 
of the ACL and not its definition. The redirect ACL defines traffic (matching “deny” state-
ments because it denies redirection for it) that is allowed through on the data plane and 
traffic (matching “permit” statements) that is sent to the control plane toward the CPU 
for further processing (that is, web interception and redirection in this case). The ACL has 
implicit (that is, invisible) statements allowing DHCP and DNS traffic toward all IPs, just 
like the case with LWA. It also ends with an implicit deny statement, which is acting as 
security ACL implicit deny (which means it drops traffic). This means that the last invis-
ible statement of the redirect ACL drops all the traffic that does not match any previous 
punt statement. An example of a redirect ACL would be (considering 10.48.39.28 is the 
ISE IP address):

ip access-list extended REDIRECT

 deny ip any host 10.48.39.28

 deny ip host 10.48.39.28 any

 permit tcp any any eq 80

The first two statements allow traffic toward ISE to not be redirected and follow regular 
processing. The last statement sends all HTTP traffic toward the CPU for URL redirec-
tion, and an implicit security ACL ACE “deny” is present afterward to drop all the other 
types of traffic.

The redirect URL simply defines toward which URL the WLC redirects the guest clients.
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Figure 5-46 Central Web Authentication workflow

The Wi-Fi client can then obtain an IP address (DHCP and DNS traffic are allowed by 
default, HTTP traffic is intercepted for redirection, and the rest is dropped). All modern 
operating systems have a portal detection mechanism that works by sending HTTP probe 
packets to specific test URLs. If the device obtains the requested page, the device must 
have Internet access. If the device does not obtain the page, that’s where you get the 
famous “limited or no connectivity” sign or any of its variations on your device. However, 
if the HTTP request gets a reply that is a redirection, it means the device is behind a cap-
tive portal. The behavior then varies based on operating systems and even from version 
to version, but overall, the operating system either shows a pop-up that the user needs to 
log in to get Internet access or automatically opens a browser window showing the login 
page. This means that you probably do not have to open your web browser manually to 
test for a login portal.
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The fifth step of the workflow includes all the login details (depending on the type of portal 
you choose, you can self-register or enter an authorization code) on the portal page(s) until 
the user has submitted their credentials and received the success message. Something unique 
about CWA is that after a successful login, the user is basically reauthenticated.

In step 6, the ISE sends a RADIUS Change of Authorization message to the WLC, 
containing the user session ID (from the audit-session-id attribute, it does not require 
accounting necessarily) and a reauthentication action. The WLC then restarts all the cli-
ent state machines back to square one.

Step 7 is then a repetition of step 2 (but with a twist): the WLC sends a MAC authentica-
tion request to the ISE, which still simply contains the MAC address of the wireless client 
to the ISE. However, the ISE remembers that this client just logged in and appends an 
internal attribute containing the client username entered on the portal page to the authen-
tication workflow. The client authentication can then hit authorization rules that are 
based on the client user identity and return any other authorization attribute: a VLAN 
(even if it is not recommended to change the VLAN of a client after it already obtained 
an IP address), a session timeout, an ACL, an SGT, and so on. This “trick” is done because 
the portal authentication happens via HTTPS, and the WLC knows nothing from the cre-
dentials that the user typed in the login page; therefore, no RADIUS authentication can 
happen at that stage containing the portal page username. This way, it is still possible to 
return various authorization results depending on the client login page identity, and they 
are applied during the Layer 2 authentication phase. The key is that the second MAC 
authentication taking place returns an access-accept that can contain various authoriza-
tion attributes but should not contain any redirect URL/ACL again; otherwise, the portal 
page is shown again to the user in a loop.

One benefit of the CWA workflow is that the WLC Virtual IP is not used, and therefore, 
the WLC does not have to present its certificate to the user. Only the ISE login portal 
page gives its certificate to the client, so this reduces some of the administrative burden. 
Another benefit is that there is a load balancing of the portal pages taking place naturally: 
the redirect URL points to the portal page of the specific ISE policy node against which 
the client authenticated previously. This means that your portal load balancing is, in fact, 
following your RADIUS load-balancing strategy.

Web Authentication Best Practices

There are many mistakes when it comes to web authentication that lead to a poor user experi-
ence or simply a nonworking wireless network. Let’s look at the most common points.

HTTPS Redirection

HTTPS redirection is bad and should never be configured. When doing an HTTP redirec-
tion, the wireless client triggers the TCP handshake (on port 80) with whatever website 
it requested, but in reality, the WLC is intercepting this traffic, spoofing the website IP, 
and doing the TCP handshake. The client then sends its HTTP GET to request whatever 
page it intended to, and the WLC replies with a redirection to the login page. Intercepting 
HTTP sessions is not too hard for the controller, and there are no obstacles to task.
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When doing an HTTPS redirection, the wireless client still triggers the TCP handshake 
(on port 443), and the controller still has an easy time spoofing the website IP address 
and completing the TCP handshake. But before the client can send a GET request, the 
TLS handshake of HTTPS must happen, and the server side (the controller here) is sup-
posed to send a certificate to prove its identity. Even if the controller has a valid certifi-
cate installed, this certificate is issued to the controller hostname and definitely not to 
whatever website the client was requesting. This is the whole point of HTTPS—being 
able to verify the identity of the site you are visiting—and therefore, any other certificate 
presented depicts a session hijacking (which web authentication is, in fact).

There are no good solutions to this situation because this is the whole point of the protocol 
and why it is secure in the first place. The controller sends its certificate to complete the TLS 
handshake. The client browser always throws at least an error on this, and most of the time 
it is even impossible to ignore or avoid. Some browsers do not even show the page or do not 
show any error at all. This is why HTTPS redirection is a broken concept to begin with. On 
top of that, simply enabling it is extremely resource intensive for the controller.

The rationale behind this feature comes from people noticing that the Internet is now 
mostly HTTPS, and therefore, when a user opens up a browser, there is a good chance that 
an HTTPS URL is entered or that the home page is HTTPS, even if the user does not type 
HTTPS in the address bar. Therefore, for a time, this was indeed an issue, and the only way 
to have people notice there is a portal page was to enable HTTPS redirection. However, 
as explained in the previous section on CWA, most operating systems today have a portal 
detection mechanism relying on HTTP probes. Even for operating systems not benefit-
ing from this feature, web browsers themselves implement this detection too and send an 
HTTP probe when opened to warn the user whether a captive portal is in place. There are 
therefore little to no reasons to still need to have HTTPS redirection enabled.

Some networks have configured all their laptops to use a web proxy to access the 
Internet or even an intranet, which means the clients never send their packets on ports 
80 or 443 but typically on a higher port used by the web proxy. This issue is once again 
solved by relying on the operating system HTTP probe that is sent on port 80 no matter 
what the proxy configuration in the browser is.

Captive Portal Bypass

Captive portal bypass is a feature that administrators often enable out of a trial-and-error 
process when something is not working right with web authentication. It is important to 
understand its origin and purpose. Apple was the first company to implement the captive 
portal detection system on its company phones. What is now considered a great feature 
started with a few concerns because the captive portal page is not opened in the favorite 
or default browser but in a pseudo-browser called Apple Captive Network Assistant. 
The problem was that this pseudo-browser did not support dynamic pages very well and 
would display a blank page on many bring-your-own-device (BYOD) portals. The captive 
portal bypass feature on the WLC then made the WLC spoof an “HTTP 200 OK” reply 
from the captive detection URL, pushing the client to believe it had full Internet con-
nectivity and therefore not show any pop-up at all. The user was then expected to open 
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their browser and get redirected to the captive portal BYOD page displayed on this full-
blown browser. The problem, as mentioned previously, is that nowadays most websites 
are HTTPS, so this workflow would typically not work at all. But this is not a concern 
because both the Apple CNA pseudo-browser solved some of its limitations, and the 
ISE BYOD portal page got adapted to fully display on those pseudo-browsers. Android 
now also uses a pseudo-browser, and no problems are reported with the vast majority of 
captive login pages. It is therefore recommended to disable captive portal bypass in the 
webauth parameter map, as shown in Figure 5-47, and to fully rely on the captive portal 
detection system. One limitation of those pseudo-browsers, still, is their inability to do 
the client provisioning flow from ISE.

Figure 5-47 Do not enable Captive Bypass Portal unless you really have a good reason

Web Authentication Takeaways

It is important to summarize the key points of web authentication because they will save 
you a lot of headaches when deploying your configuration:

■ Do not enable HTTPS redirection; it’s pointless.

■ Do not enable captive portal bypass.

■ Make sure you have valid certificates on your portal page (always) and on the WLC 
(if you are not using CWA).
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■ You need a working DNS. Really.

■ Rely on the client devices’ captive portal detection pop-up.

■ Configure both an IPv4 and an IPv6 virtual IP; there’s little reason not to.

RFC 8910 is also something to watch out for because it is a new standard for detecting 
captive portals. Whether it becomes popular will depend on its client adoption rate.

Rogue Detection and WIPS

Rogue detection, WIPS, and more generally protecting against wireless attacks are cov-
ered in Chapter 7, “RF Deployment and Guidelines.”

Securing Your Access Points
Securing your wireless networks doesn’t mean much if your APs are not secured as well. 
If anyone can join an access point to your network and start broadcasting your WLANs 
in unwanted places, you have a problem. If your wired network simply has strict security 
guidelines, you need to set some policies in place for the wireless network to fit in with 
the existing policies.

AP Authorization

If any AP plugged to your network is allowed to join your WLC and broadcast the con-
figured SSIDs, that configuration is considered quite insecure. Even if you don’t consider 
this a concern because somehow your wired network is physically very secure, you may 
have several WLCs in your network and may still look for a way to make sure which 
WLC an AP can join and which WLC it can’t. Some people think DHCP Option 43 cov-
ers this requirement, but Option 43 only allows the AP to learn about WLC IP addresses. 
If the AP learns another WLC IP address (via broadcast or via the mobility group), it 
tries to discover it too. Enabling AP authorization on a WLC means that globally, no AP 
is allowed to join until its MAC address is verified by the WLC. MAC addresses have to 
be entered in the Device Authentication page under the AAA Advanced section in the 
aabbccddeeff format, that is, without any separator.

The AP Policy page under AAA Advanced allows you to enable the authorization of APs 
against MAC addresses globally and to pick the AAA method that authenticates them 
(you can use a list on the WLC itself or use a AAA server). The AAA method you need 
to select refers to the command aaa authorization credential-download.

An option to authorize APs against their serial number has also been available since IOS-
XE 17.3.2.

Here’s a summary of the CLI commands required:

9800# config t

9800(config)# aaa new-model
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9800(config)# aaa authorization credential-download <method name> 
local

9800(config)# ap auth-list authorize-mac

9800(config)# ap auth-list method-list <method name>

9800(config)# username <aaaabbbbcccc> mac

This topic is covered in more detail in the configuration example titled Catalyst 9800
Wireless Controllers AP Authorization List on cisco.com.

Whether or not you have configured AP authorization, any AP that is in Bridge mode has 
to be added to the device authentication list. This explains the confusion people experi-
ence when they order an outdoor AP like a 1562 or a 9124, receive it as a local mode AP, 
and have no problems joining it to the WLC. Then, when converting the AP to Bridge 
mode or Flex+Bridge mode, the AP does not join anymore. If checking the wireless join 
statistics (from the widget in the WLC home page that tells you some APs are disjoined), 
you see they are stuck in “AP auth pending” status.

On top of having their Ethernet MAC address verified when they join, the Bridge mode 
APs need to authenticate themselves either through PSK or through 802.1X to the con-
troller. The reason is that anyone could be joining a Mesh mode AP to your backhaul and 
joining your WLC, so some form of authorization is always required.

The configuration example titled Configuring Mesh on Catalyst 9800 Wireless LAN
Controllers is a good resource to learn more about configuring Bridge mode APs.

AP 802.1X Authentication

A secure wired network often means implementing security at the switchport level. 
Having good physical security on your premises is one thing, but even your own employ-
ees could be plugging unwanted devices in the network. And if you think about it, if 
the only thing it takes to get access to sensitive resources or a management VLAN is to 
find the right switchport and connect to it physically, you can understand that this is 
vastly unsecure by today’s standards. Many networks implement 802.1X authentication 
on most wired ports accessible to access devices. There are often exceptions for server 
ports or IoT devices that cannot perform 802.1X authentication, but that’s another story. 
Considering how easy it is to climb on a chair and remove an AP from the ceiling and use 
its network cable, securing the AP switchport is definitely good sense. Enabling 802.1X 
on the switchports where APs are connected means that when the cable gets plugged 
in, the only traffic that is allowed to pass is the EAP authentication protocol until the 
authentication succeeds, and only then can the AP get an IP address and send some traf-
fic. Not much is required to configure on the wireless to achieve this: the main thing 
required is to configure credentials on the access points. You obviously need to configure 
those credentials somewhere in the user database that your RADIUS server uses and 
need to configure that RADIUS server appropriately from an authorization policy stand-
point.
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You can configure 802.1X credentials for the access points in the AP join profile under 
the Management > Credentials tab (not globally anymore, as was the case in AireOS 
controllers). You simply have to set a username and password, and the AP tries to trig-
ger an EAP-FAST authentication with those credentials when connected to the network. 
There is no harm in configuring the 802.1X credentials even if the AP is connected to a 
non-802.1X switchport. Now the problem is that this only works for APs that join the 
WLC once to get this configuration provisioned on the AP. That can work if your APs are 
staged or provisioned on an unsecured port before being placed in the secure network. 
Alternatively, you can enter the credentials directly on the AP console if it is plugged 
directly to an 802.1X-enabled port. The command is capwap ap dot1x username <user> 
password <password>.

The 802.1X is typically used on access switchports to authenticate hosts, but an access 
point can also be in FlexConnect mode and therefore connected on a trunk port. Having 
the AP perform 802.1X authentication on a trunk port is also supported, provided that 
the switchport authentication is set to multihost mode. First of all, this allows several 
MAC addresses to be seen on the switchport (802.1X normally limits every switchport 
to communicate with only one MAC), and only the first MAC address (logically the AP) 
is authenticated. All the extra MAC addresses learned afterward are applied the same 
authorization result as the AP.

Using 802.1X to authenticate access points is also a great way of assigning a specific 
VLAN dynamically to the AP. This means you do not need to have static VLAN configu-
rations on your ports, and depending on the username authenticating, the right VLAN 
(a user VLAN or the AP management VLAN) is dynamically assigned. Another way to 
achieve a similar goal is to use smartport macros that detect whether an AP is connected 
via CDP learning and is able to apply more switchport configuration lines. However, the 
CDP detection mechanism is probably a bit less secure than a full-blown 802.1X authen-
tication.

One important point for AP 802.1X to work on trunk ports is that if you configure 
periodic reauthentication on your switchport, you need to make sure to configure 
Termination action (RADIUS attribute 29) to be Radius-request (a value of 1). If left to 
the default, it means that the AP loses network connectivity for the time of the reauthen-
tication. When you set this attribute, the AP is able to keep sending traffic during the 
reauthentication until the reauthentication completes successfully.

Securing the AP Join Process Using Locally Significant Certificates

The concept of configuring LSC is simple: you decide to issue certificates yourself to 
each and every access point you own, and the WLC allows only APs with such a certifi-
cate to join, therefore securely preventing any new APs from joining without your autho-
rization. LSC requires owning an enterprise PKI that automatically issues a certificate to 
each access point. This certificate distribution happens during a provisioning phase that 
you define where any AP that joins is automatically provided with a custom certificate 
signed by your enterprise CA. When you determine that provisioning phase to be over, 
only APs with a valid enterprise-signed certificate are allowed to join. This certificate 
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supersedes the typical Cisco-manufactured MIC certificate (which isn’t deleted but stays 
as backup) for establishing the DTLS connection.

This solution is much more secure than relying on a MAC address as well as much more 
scalable, but it requires an enterprise PKI supporting Simple Certificate Enrollment 
Protocol (SCEP). This procedure is covered in the document titled Configure SCEP for
Locally Significant Certificate Provisioning on 9800 WLC on cisco.com.

Until 17.5.1, there was a limitation where the enterprise CA used for SCEP had to be a 
root CA, but intermediate CAs are now supported as well.

Securing Your Wireless Controller
Network devices must be secured because they are a target of choice for attackers. 
When an attacker can access one network device, that attacker can typically easily access 
more network resources. The controller is an excellent target because it manages the 
configuration of the whole wireless infrastructure. Let’s review a couple of ways to pro-
tect unintended administrative access to the C9800.

Securing Administrator Access

One of the first measures to secure your wireless controller is to restrict administrator 
access to it. Leveraging local users stored on the controller can work only for small teams. 
In large companies, where more administrators have access to the controller and even just 
for simplicity of password management (having your credentials stored securely in one 
place is better than having them all over the network on each device, especially if you 
have to change your password), it becomes critical to use RADIUS or TACACS to authen-
ticate users accessing your device as a network administrator.

Using TACACS+

A configuration example titled Configure RADIUS and TACACS+ for GUI and CLI
Authentication on 9800 Wireless LAN controllers is available on cisco.com to better 
illustrate the process of using TACACS+. Let’s cover it from a conceptual perspective 
nonetheless.

The first step is to configure the TACACS+ server on the WLC. You can easily do this in 
the Configuration > Security > AAA > Servers/Groups page. You need to specify an 
IP address and a shared secret.

The second step is to configure AAA methods. You need an aaa authentication 
login <methodname> group <tacacs server group> and an aaa authorization exec 
<methodname> group <tacacs server group> method. The login method takes care 
of authentication, and the exec authorization method is required to allow the user 
to enter any command (and basically do anything on the device). Because these are 
named methods, they do not have any effect until they are called somewhere else in 
the configuration.
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To use the TACACS+ server for CLI authentication, add your method in the VTY con-
figuration (it is also configurable under Administration > Management>HTTP/HTTPS/
Netconf/VTY in the WebUI after 17.6):

9800(config)#line vty 0 15

9800(config-line)#login authentication <aaa login method name>

9800(config-line)#authorization exec <aaa exec method name>

To use it for WebUI:

9800(config)#ip http authentication aaa login-authentication <aaa 
login method name>

9800(config)#ip http authentication aaa exec-authorization <aaa exec 
method name>

You can also configure this from the WebUI in the Administration > HTTP/Netconf
page, as shown in Figure 5-48.

Figure 5-48 VTY configuration for CLI access in the HTTP/Netconf web page

For the settings to take effect, you might need to restart the web server by typing no ip 
http server followed by ip http server.

Some extra configuration is required on ISE (refer to the configuration example for 
more), but in a nutshell, you need to return two things on top of a successful authoriza-
tion result:

■ A TACACS+ shell profile allows you to set some attributes, and the most impor-
tant for this situation is the default privilege level. This is the privilege level at 
which the user ends up after connecting. Although it ranges from 0 to 15, there 
are no differences by default between all the values ranging from 1 to 14. A privi-
lege level of 0 allows you only some basic commands, and a privilege level of 15 
allows full access.

■ On top of a TACACS profile, you can also assign a command set from ISE, which is 
a list of CLI commands that the user is allowed to run. For each command, the WLC 
asks for authorization to run the specific commands. You can use wildcards or allow 
all but a subset of commands if you want.
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Using RADIUS

Restricting WLC administrator access through RADIUS follows the exact same concept 
as with TACACS+. Obviously, you define a RADIUS server in lieu of a TACACS server, 
but the AAA methods and other commands stay the same. One behavioral difference 
with RADIUS is that it does not ask for authorization every time a CLI is entered: no 
shell profiles and command sets can be used. Instead, you need to edit your RADIUS 
authorization result and return a cisco-av-pair with the value shell:priv-lvl=15.

Guest Users

Guest users are created by the administrator or the lobby ambassador, which we discuss 
in more detail next. They have no device administration access (SSH or GUI). They are 
only able to connect to the network and access the Internet. They can also be temporary 
and be deleted after a set timer.

The Lobby Ambassador Type of User

There is an extra type of administrative user who is not simply defined by the privilege 
level. The lobby ambassador is a type of user who can be created on the WLC (either on 
WebUI or CLI) and whose only purpose is to create guest users. When you log in as a 
lobby ambassador, your only privilege is to create guests, and you get a special WebUI 
dedicated to this activity. In previous releases, it was tricky to authenticate lobby ambas-
sadors via TACACS because it required configuring a command on the WLC for each 
ambassador username. After release 17.5, the only thing you require from ISE is to return 
the mandatory user-type attribute with value lobby-admin as a custom attribute in the 
shell profile. Without this, your lobby ambassador gets full administrator privilege on the 
controller, which you probably want to avoid. This process is covered in detail in the con-
figuration example titled Configure 9800 WLC Lobby Ambassador with RADIUS and
TACACS+ Authentication.

NETCONF

NETCONF is what Cisco DNA Center mostly uses to configure the Catalyst 9800 and a 
protocol you can use yourself as well, with custom scripts or third-party tools even. At 
the time of this writing, NETCONF security is ruled only by the default login authenti-
cation and exec authorization methods. This means that you need to set aaa authentica-
tion login default local and aaa authorization exec default local to have it working. It is 
also possible to point these methods to a RADIUS or TACACS server for authentication 
if you want. A common catch is that the management stations (Prime Infrastructure or 
Cisco DNA Center) tend to overwrite these config lines and point them back to local, so 
you may want to have a backup administrative user on the WLC to keep accessing it in 
case of trouble. The NETCONF implementation of the 9800 WLC uses SSH over port 
830 and currently does not allow you to manually select ciphers or the certificate used 
for authentication although this may change in the future.
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Granularity of WebUI Access

The WebUI is an interface that uses a hybrid data model in the background. For some 
pages, it actually opens a VTY line and enters CLI commands (which are authorized for 
each of them if you are using TACACS, for example), whereas some other pages use a 
TDL programmability model and do not use a CLI back end at all. This means that the 
WebUI is affected by changes you make to the CLI authorization method. At this time, 
there is no way to restrict a WebUI user from using certain pages and not others: a user 
either has privilege level 15 and has full access to the WebUI or has privilege level 1 and 
has access only to the dashboard and some monitoring subpages.

Connect to the WebUI Using Certificates

In the HTTP(s) administration page on the WLC, you can enable Personal Identity 
Validation. You then have to point to a trustpoint. This feature restricts the WebUI con-
nection to only devices that can present a client certificate that will be trusted according 
to the designed trustpoint on the WLC. HTTPS websites always require the server to pres-
ent its certificate, but optionally the client can do the same. This means you could get rid 
of credentials and require a smart card or certificate to be able to access the 9800 WebUI.

Securing Traffic

Another key to securing your controller is to make sure it is not receiving unwanted 
traffic and that only the right people connecting from the right locations can access it. 
By default, your wireless clients are not allowed to access the WLC command line or 
WebUI. To lift that restriction, you need to enable Management Via Wireless under 
Configuration > Wireless > Wireless Global.

A Catalyst 9800 controller can be managed, using any of its SVI IP addresses. It is recom-
mended that you minimize the number of SVIs you configure on the 9800 for this reason, 
unless you have specific needs for SVI (in the case of mDNS proxy, for example, SVIs in wire-
less client VLANs are required). You can restrict access by applying ACLs on the 9800 SVIs.

Catalyst 9800 wireless controller appliances provide you with a service port to manage 
the WLC. The specificity of this SP is to be really out-of-band; that is, the port is physi-
cally connected to the WLC CPU and separated from the other data ports and the data 
plane. From a software perspective, IOS-XE places this port in a hard-coded VRF called 
mgmt-intf. You cannot change this VRF configuration on the service port. You can add 
routing for the service port, but it has to be part of the mgmt-intf VRF.

Encrypted Traffic Analytics
The fact that more and more network protocols are encrypted means it is harder and hard-
er to analyze the traffic going through the network. Encrypted Traffic Analytics (ETA) 
is a solution from Cisco (its flow is illustrated in Figure 5-49) where network devices all 
report information from the network traffic to a Cisco Secure Network Analytics (for-
merly Stealthwatch) appliance that runs a machine learning algorithm to be able to iden-
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tify threats and attacks, not based on the traffic content but on the traffic patterns. The 
Catalyst 9800 can be a part of this solution, leveraging the Flexible Netflow configuration 
directly on the C9800 (not on the FlexConnect APs themselves). You can find more infor-
mation in the Encrypted Traffic Analytics White Paper and the configuration guide.

L2

SwitchAPWireless Clients

CAPWAP tunnel

netflow records
towards Collector

Cisco Catalyst 9800 Series
Wireless Controller

L2 port channel
switch-port trunk

Router

SVI

Figure 5-49 ETA workflow topology

Cisco Umbrella
Cisco Umbrella is a cloud DNS service. The first question that may come to your mind 
is “What is the relation with wireless?” Well, many administrators try to secure network 
access by restricting the content that wireless users can access. This can be done with 
AVC if you want to target specific applications, but websites are more complicated 
because you would need to do URL filtering. Solutions exist in the shape of web prox-
ies, firewalls, or content engines, but those indeed have little integration with wireless. 
First of all, Cisco Umbrella is a very fast DNS server that helps guarantee a very low 
latency of DNS resolutions and accelerates web browsing. On top of that, because 
it is cloud managed, it is constantly updated with the latest safety against malware 
and helps you to not resolve malicious domain names. Simply configuring a client to 
use Umbrella as a DNS server is enough to provide some protection. On top of that, 
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Umbrella offers an administrator dashboard that allows you to restrict what URLs can 
be resolved in your network. Without personally choosing to block website X or Y, 
you can decide to ban all adult-content websites or all websites promoting violence, for 
example. You can also, of course, add specific sites to be allowed or blocked, as well 
as add personal URLs that you want resolved (as if it were your private DNS server). 
Rather than relying on antivirus software analyzing the threats downloaded to your cli-
ents, Umbrella prevents your clients from accessing the malicious content, an approach 
that is much more efficient and secure.

How does Umbrella relate to wireless though? The integration allows you to do two 
things:

■ Make sure that your clients use Umbrella as a DNS server.

■ Allow you to mark the DNS traffic coming from your network toward Umbrella to 
use specific DNS policies on Umbrella. For example, you may want to allow more 
websites on your secure employee SSID but block a lot more things on your guest 
SSID (such as illegal software, movies, and VoD websites).

You must first register your controller to the Umbrella cloud by going to the 
Configuration > Security > Threat Defense > DNS Layer Security/Umbrella page (as 
shown in Figure 5-50), where you can create a global umbrella parameter-map in your 
configuration. You can obtain the token from the Umbrella cloud account and enter it 
on the controller. You can then enable DNS packet encryption (which means the WLC 
encrypts the packets it sends to Umbrella) and create parameter maps. Those are just 
names that you are able to apply to a policy profile to identify requests on the Umbrella 
cloud site.

Figure 5-50 Umbrella global configuration on the 9800

On the policy profile advanced settings section, you can choose one of the parameter 
maps you created to segregate DNS policies on the Umbrella cloud. By default, the 
controller injects the Umbrella DNS IP address into DHCP option 6 (which points to the 
DNS servers) when the clients receive their IP address so that you don’t even have to con-
figure the Umbrella IPs in your DHCP pools. The other settings depicted in Figure 5-51 
allow you to also inject the DHCP option 6 setting in Flex APs when the traffic is locally 
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switched and to force the DNS traffic redirection. This means that even if the client then 
manually configures a custom DNS server, the WLC intercepts the DNS queries anyway, 
sends them to OpenDNS, and spoofs the original DNS IP back so that the client doesn’t 
notice that it’s another DNS server that replied.

Figure 5-51 DNS Layer Security (formerly called Umbrella) section of a policy profile.

Cisco Secure Development Lifecycle (CSDL)
Cisco Secure Development Lifecycle is at the heart of new Cisco development, and the 
Catalyst 9800 controller fully embraces the CSDL concepts. These requirements are 
broad and range from code validation to vulnerability and penetration testing, to default 
settings on the devices or the use of third-party modules in the code. Security is a never-
ending journey, and the Catalyst 9800 controller keeps implementing stricter and stricter 
security guidelines and principles with every release.

Summary
This chapter covers the security aspects of the Catalyst 9800 controller. The biggest 
aspect revolves around AAA, which is either locally handled by the controller or delegat-
ed to an external RADIUS or TACACS server. Security also consists of ACLs to restrict 
the traffic that clients can pass or to protect the controller management plane from unde-
sired access. Encrypted Traffic Analytics, rogue detection and WIPS, and Cisco Umbrella 
are other security components that can help secure your overall solution. Security hap-
pens at every layer of the OSI model and is an all-encompassing topic.
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control plane, 37
data plane, 35–37
wireless client state machine, 

31–35
wireless processes, 31
WNCd (Wireless Network Control 

Daemon), 28–31
OpenRoaming, 379–381
split MAC, 25–27

ARP proxy, 30
ASIC (application-specific integrated 

circuit), 5
assigning, tags, 48–54
ATF (air time fairness), 228
attributes, AAA, 113
authentication

148.1X, 183–184
components, 184–185
EAP, 185–189

FT, 171–172
L2, 161
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In 

User Service), 104
AVPs (attribute-value pairs), 105
CoA (Change of Authorization), 

107–108

EAP exchange, 106–107
iPSK (Identity PSK) and, 132–138
load balancing, 111
packet types, 104–105
server configuration, 108–109
server fallback, 110–111
server group configuration, 108–110

TACACS+ (Terminal Access Controller 
Access Control System), 114–115

web, 140–143, 147–148
captive portal bypass and, 146–147
central, 143–145
HTTPS redirection and, 145–146

authorization, AP, 148–149
auto QoS, 310–313
auto-anchoring, 187–188
automate-tester username command, 111
automation, 3. See also IBN (intent-based 

networking)
declarative model, 399–400
imperative model, 397–399

AVC (Application Visibility and Control), 
316–319

AVPs (attribute-value pairs), 105

B
backing up

using Cisco DNA Center, 498–499
using Cisco Prime Infrastructure, 497
using the WebUI, 496–497

bandwidth, 285
best practices

Catalyst 9800-CL, private cloud 
deployment, 72–73

QoS, 320–322
binary tracing, 511

always-on, 515–520
decoding, 513–515
rotation, 511
severity levels, 512–513

BinOS, 27, 520–521
BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), 367–368, 

389–392. See also IoT (Internet of 
Things)
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610 Bluetooth

Bluetooth, 365, 366–367, 371–372. See also
IoT (Internet of Things)

Bonjour, 272. See also mDNS (multicast 
DNS)

bootstrap configuration, 66–67
BSS (Basic Service Set)

coloring, 231–232
overlapping, 213–214

bss-transition disassociation-imminent 
command, 1614

C
C9800-CL, 10. See also Catalyst 9800 

series wireless controllers
CAC (call admission control), 265–266, 

298–299
Captive Portal, 386–389
captive portal bypass, web authentication 

and, 146–147
CAPWAP (Control and Provisioning of 

Wireless Access Points)
multicast, 254

MoM mode, 256–258
MoU mode, 254–255

split MAC architecture, 25–27
capwap fallback command, 355
Catalyst 9800 series wireless controllers. 

See also configuration model
11k assisted roaming, configuring, 220–221
802.11v BSS Transition, configuring, 222
ACLs, writing, 91
adaptive WIPS, 244–245
adding a certificate, 98–102
AP join

static configuration, 83
using PnP, 84

ARP proxy, 30
ATF (air time fairness), configuring, 228
AVC (Application Visibility and Control), 

316–319
Band Select settings, 225–226
CAPWAP split MAC architecture, 25–27
Cisco DNA Center and, 472–473
Cisco RF ASIC, 6–7
CleanAir, configuring, 222

client delete reason codes, 567–568
cloud networking and, 9–10
configuration database, 402
control plane tracing, 508
country configuration, 197–199
Day Zero setup, 80–82
DFS (Dynamic Frequency Selection) 

settings, 232–235
FRA (Flexible Radio Assignment), 

configuring, 235–236
IGMP support, 253–254
IOS-XE, 4–5
IRCM (inter-release controller mobility), 

191–192
licensing, 21–22
load balancing settings, 226
management LEDs, 555–556
management options

“on box” management, 11–16
PI (Cisco Prime Infrastructure),

16–18
traditional management tools, 11

mDNS bridging and gateway, configuring, 
276

Media Stream, configuring, 267–272
MLD support, 253–254
MoM (multicast over multicast), 

configuring, 257–258
monitoring the RF space, 224
multicast, configuring, 251–253
network programmability, 401
off-channel scanning defer, 227
operational database, 402
prerequisites for DNA Center, 20–21
private cloud deployment, 66

bootstrap configuration, 66–67
PnP protocol, 67–69
resetting to factory defaults, 70
SP (service port), 69–70

QoS, 304
auto, 310–313
best practices, 320–322
deployment verification and

restrictions, 319
policy workflow, 304–310
profiles, 313–316
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Cisco Prime Infrastructure, backing up with 611

RF profiles, configuring, 215–219
RRM (radio resources management)

data collection settings, 203–206
DCA settings, 212–213
manual channel configuration,

213–214
RF group settings, 206
RF grouping modes, 207–208
TPC (Transmit Power Control),

208–210
secure mobility tunneling, configuring, 

188–191
upgrading

AP predownload, 503–505
efficient upgrade, 505
ISSU (In-Service Software Upgrade),

505–506
rolling upgrade, 505–506
standard upgrade, 501–503

Web interface, 12
WebUI, 154
Wi-Fi 6 settings, 230
WLAN configuration, 85–87

Catalyst 9800–40, 38–40
Catalyst 9800–80, 38–40
Catalyst 9800-CL, 41

deployment modes, 77–78
interface mappings, 71–72
private cloud deployment, 70–71

best practices, 72–73
hypervisor security settings, 72
PnP protocol, 73–74

public cloud deployment, 77–79
Catalyst 9800-L, 1, 40
CCKM (Cisco Centralized Key 

Management), fast roaming, 167–168
CCMP (Counter Mode with Cipher Block 

Chaining Message Authentication Code 
Protocol), 116–117

CD (continuous development), 21
cell planning, 264. See also Media Stream
certificates, 97–98

adding on the controller, 98–102
locally significant, 150–151
third-party, 98
trustpoints, 98

web authentication and, 142
challenging RF environments, 199–200

atriums, 202
high-density crowd areas, 200
metal-heavy areas, 200
shielded doors and sudden turns, 201
uneven ceilings, 201–202

channel width, 232
CI (continuous integration), 21
Cisco Active Sensor, 488–489

sensor provisioning and onboarding, 489
test suites, 489–490

Cisco DNA Center/DNA Center Assurance, 
19–20, 470. See also Cisco Active Sensor

analytics
Apple, 479–480
device, 479
Intel, 481–483
network services, 477–479
Samsung, 481

AP 360 page, 475–477
architecture, 471–472
backing up with, 498–499
C9800 prerequisites for, 20–21
client health dashboard, 473–475
Intelligent Capture, 483–487
managing the C9800, 472–473
Rogue Management application, 245
telemetry and data processing flows, 470
troubleshooting, 491–492

Cisco DNA Spaces, 23, 372
BLE gateway, 389–392
Captive Portal, 386–389
CMX tethering, 379
deployment modes

Cisco DNA Spaces Connector,
375–377

direct connection, 374–375
licenses, 373–374
OpenRoaming, 379

architecture, 379–381
configuration, 381–386

proximity engine, 389
Cisco Prime Infrastructure, backing up with, 

497
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612 Cisco RF ASIC

Cisco RF ASIC, 6–7
Cisco Secure Development Lifecycle, 157
Cisco Umbrella, 155–157
classifying rogue APs, 240–241
CleanAir, 220, 221

configuring, 222
Interferer Location Tracking, 223–224
monitoring the spectrum live, 222–223

clear platform condition all command, 525
CLI, 11–12, 344–347, 541. See also

commands
client

health monitoring, 563–570
mobility, 159. See also roaming

cloud networking
RRM (radio resources management), 215
wireless controllers, 7–10

CMX (Connected Mobile Experiences), 372, 
379

CoA (Change of Authorization), 107–108
code. See also Python, infrastructure as, 

400–401
commands

aaa accounting identity, 112
aaa authentication dot1x, 112
aaa authentication login, 112
aaa authorization credential-download, 112, 

148–149
aaa authorization exec, 112
aaa authorization network, 112
aaa new-model, 112, 439
ap country, 199
ap tag persistency enable, 51
automate-tester username, 111
bss-transition disassociation-imminent, 

1614
capwap fallback, 355
clear platform condition all, 525
config-key password-encrypt, 497
copy bootflash, 494
copy run bootflash, 494
crypto pki trustpool import url, 375
deadtime, 111
debug wireless, 524
factory-reset, 70

gnxi server, 440–441
ip name-server, 375
ip nbar custom, 318–319
license smart factory reset, 559
redundancy force-switchover, 338–339
request platform software trace archive, 513
sh dot11 qos, 297–298
show ap tag summary, 49–50
show capwap summary, 533
show chassis rmi, 344
show cloud connector connection detail, 

370–371
show cloud connector key access, 371
show controllers, 312
show gnxi state, 441
show install summary, 502–503
show interface, 330
show iox applications, 391
show logging, 509–510, 515–516
show monitor capture, 530
show platform hardware chassis active qfp 

feature packet-trace summary, 532
show platform hardware chassis active 

qfp feature wireless punt statistics, 
574–575

show platform hardware chassis active qfp 
infrastructure punt policer summary, 
572

show platform hardware slot, 328
show platform software punt-policer, 

572–573
show platform software yang-management 

process, 439–440
show policy-map, 312
show proc cpu plat sorted, 571
show processes cpu history, 570–571
show processes cpu platform sorted, 

570–571
show redundancy config-sync failures, 337
show run, 312, 370
show telemetry ietf subscription all, 370
show telemetry ietf subscription 

configured, 491
show telemetry internal connection, 491
show wireless stats mobility, 191
show wlan summary, 428
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disaster recovery 613

test aaa group radius, 111
wireless client vlan-persistent, 57
wireless config validate, 54
write memory, 334–335

config-key password-encrypt command, 
497

configuration database, 402
configuration files, encryption, 496–497
configuration model, 43. See also data 

models
AireOS and, 46–47
FlexConnect and, 47–48
flexibility, 45–46
profiles, 43–44, 46
tags, 44–46

assigning, 48–54
custom site, 57–63
moving APs between wireless

controllers, 54
persistency, 51–52
policy, 45, 55–57
RF, 45
site, 45, 63–64

Configuration Validator, 543–545
congestion avoidance, 287–288
containing rogue APs, 241–243
control plane tracing, 509
copy bootflash command, 494
copy run bootflash command, 494
Core Dump and System Report, 536–538
country configuration, 197–199
coverage hole detection, 210–211
CPP (Cisco Packet Processor) dataplane, 

35–36
CPU, monitoring, 570–575
crypto pki trustpool import url command, 

375
CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/

Collision Avoidance), 287
custom site tag, 59–63
CWA (central web authentication), 143–145

D
DACLs (downloadable ACLs), 95–96
data models, 403

encoding formats, 406
JSON, 407–408
Protobuf, 408
XML, 406–407

examining data
using NETCONF, 419–420
using Postman, 424–425
using pyang, 412–414
using RESTCONF, 421–423
using YANG Suite, 414–418,

419–420
OpenConfig, 403
protocols

gNMI/gRPC, 412
NETCONF, 409–411
RESTCONF, 411–412, 426–428

searching data, 425–426, 455–456
YANG, 403

modules, 404–405
types, 405–406

data plane, 508–509
IOS-XE, 35–37
monitoring, 576–577

datastore, 441
Day Zero setup, 80–82, 394–395
dBm (decibels per milliwatt), 195–196
DCA (Dynamic Channel Assignment), 

211–213
deadtime command, 111
Debug Bundle, 539
debug wireless command, 524
debugging, 508, 520–521
declarative model, 399–400
detecting rogue APs, 238–240
DFS (Dynamic Frequency Selection), 

232–235
dial-in subscriptions, 451–454
dial-out subscriptions, 450–451, 460–461
disaster recovery, 493. See also backing up

backing up everything for restoring on 
another controller, 495–496

backing up the configuration and restoring 
it, 494–495

backing up using the WebUI, 496
saving the configuration changes, 494
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614 DNS-based ACLs

DNS-based ACLs, 96–97
Docker

running pyang, 413–414
running YANG Suite, 414–416

domains
regulatory, 197
roaming, 61
ROW (Rest of the World), 199

DSCP (Differentiated Service Code Point), 
292–293

classes, 293–295
trust model, 302–304
to UP mapping, 295–298

DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security), 
26–27

E
EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol), 

120
methods, 121–124
packets, 120–121

EAP exchange, 106–107. See also RADIUS 
(Remote Authentication Dial-In User 
Service)

EDCA (Enhanced Distribution Channel 
Access), 287–288

ED-RRM (event-driven RRM), 212
efficient upgrade, 505
EIRP, 196
Encrypted Traffic Analytics, 39, 154–155
encryption, configuration file, 496–497
Enhanced Open, 128, 138–140
enhanced URL filters, 96–97
EPC (Embedded Packet Capture), 

525–531
error handling, SSO (stateful switchover) 

redundancy, 339–344. See also
troubleshooting

Ethernet, 195
EWC-AP (Cisco Embedded Wireless 

Controller on Catalyst Access Points), 
74–75,  358–359

EWC-SW (Embedded Wireless Controller 
on Catalyst 9k switches), HA (high 
availability), 359

exclusion, 245–246

F
fabric deployments, wireless multicast, 251
factory-reset command, 70
fast roaming, 63–64, 163–164

CCKM, 167–168
FT, 169

association request/response,
170–171

authentication, 171–172
beacon and probe responses,

169–170
over-the-air, 172–173
over-the-DS, 173–176

OKC, 164
PMKID caching, 164

Fastlane+, 319–320
File Manager, 542
FlexConnect, 45, 47–48

ACLs (access control lists), 94–95
fast secure roaming support, 164
mDNS and, 282
multicast and, 251
site tags, 63–64

flexibility, 5, 45–46
FRA (Flexible Radio Assignment), 235–236
FT (Fast Transition), 124, 169

association request/response, 170–171
authentication, 171–172
beacon and probe responses, 169–170
over-the-air, 172–173
over-the-DS, 173–176

full authentication roam. See slow roaming

G
gain, 196
gNMI/gRPC, 412, 440–441
gnxi server command, 440–441
GPS (Global Positioning System), 361–362. 

See also location tracking
guest

services, 366
tunneling, 1628
users, 153
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intra-controller roaming 615

GUI
Configuration Validator, 543–545
Dashboard, 549–550
HA pair, monitoring, 347–348
Troubleshooting Dashboard, 536. See also

tools; troubleshooting
AireOS Config Translator, 540–541
CLI, 541
Core Dump and System Report,

536–538
Debug Bundle, 539
Ping and Trace Route, 539–540

Walk-Me integration, 542–543
Guided Assistance tool, 13

H
HA (high availability), 323–324

in EWC-AP deployment, 358–359
in EWC-SW deployment, 359
LAG (Link Aggregation Group), 351
monitoring, 344

via programmatic interfaces, 348–
349

via SNMP, 348
via the CLI, 344–347
via the GUI, 347–348

multi-chassis LAG (Link Aggregation 
Group), 352

N+1 redundancy, 352–353
CAPWAP timers, 355–356
configuration, 353–354
configuration on the AP join profile,

354–355
licensing, 357
preserving AP-to-tag mapping across

failovers, 356–357
SSO and, 357–358

RP only to RP+RMI migration, 349
RP+RMI HA pair, 331–332

active-standby election process, 335
configuration, 332–335
HA formation, 336–338
HA sync, 335–336

SSO (stateful switchover) redundancy, 
324–325
console port, 330
impact on features, 350
mobility MAC, 350–351
out-of-band management/service

port, 330
peer requirements, 325–327
RMI (Redundancy Management

Interface), 327–328
RP (redundancy port), 328–330
RP+RMI supported topologies, 331
switchover, 338–339
system and network error handling,

339–344
uplink ports, 330

teardown, 349–350
hardware

flexible, 5
monitoring, 550–557

HTTPS redirection, web authentication and, 
145–146

I
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), 76–77
IaC (Infrastructure as Code), 400–401
IBN (intent-based networking), 3–4. See also

DNA Center
IOS-XE, 4–5

idempotency, 397
Identity PSK (iPSK), 127
IGMP (Internet Group Management 

Protocol), 248, 253–254
imperative model, 397–399
Intel, analytics, 481–483
Intelligent Capture, 483–487
inter-controller roaming, 185

auto-anchoring, 187–188
Layer 2, 185
Layer 3, 185–187
static IP client mobility, 187

inter-WNCd roam, 182–183
intra-controller roaming, 181

inter-WNCd, 182–183
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616 intra-controller roaming

intra-WLC, 183–184
intra-WNCd, 181–182

IOSd process, 27, 330
IOS-XE, 4–5, 508. See also CLI

Bundle mode, 500
Install mode, 500–501
SANET library, 29–30, 31–32
SISF (Switch Integrated Security Features) 

library, 30
software architecture

binOS, 27
control plane, 37
data plane, 35–37
IOSd process, 27
wireless client state machine, 31–35
wireless processes, 31
WNCd (Wireless Network Control

Daemon), 28–31, 57
IoT (Internet of Things), 3, 368–371
ip name-server command, 375
ip nbar custom command, 318–319
iPSK (Identity PSK), WPA2 with, 132–138
IRCM (inter-release controller mobility), 

191–192
ISE (Cisco Identity Services Engine), 89
ISSU (In-Service Software Upgrade), 1, 28, 

506

J-K
jitter, 285
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), 407–408
Kay, A., 5, 25
KPI (key performance indicator), 446

L
LAG (Link Aggregation Group), 351, 352
latency, 285
Layer 2 roaming, 185
Layer 3 roaming, 185–187
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 

Protocol), 116
legacy WLCs, 1620

license smart factory reset command, 559
licensing, 21–22

Cisco DNA Spaces, 373–374
N+1, 357
Smart, 557

using an airgap network, 558–559
using direct connection, 557–558
using on-premises SSM or CSLU,

558
load balancing

aggressive, 226
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In 

User Service), 111
lobby ambassador, 153
local EAP, 113–114
local web authentication. See web 

authentication
location tracking, 361–362

accuracy, 362–363
analytics, 366
Bluetooth, 371–372
Bluetooth and, 365
deployment guidelines, 364–365
location update frequency, 363–364
presence, 364
privacy MAC addresses, 364
UWB (Ultra-Wide Band), 365

Log Advisor, 548
logging, 508, 509–510. See also tracing
LSC (locally significant certificates), 

150–151

M
MAC filtering, 127–128, 135
macro cells, 235
management options

“on box” management, 11–16
PI (Cisco Prime Infrastructure), 16–18
traditional management tools, 11

master service list, 277
mDNS (multicast DNS), 272–273

AP, 281–282
bridging, 273
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N+1 redundancy 617

in FlexConnect deployments, 282
gateway, 274

configuring, 274–276
with guest anchor, 283

service policy, 277–280
via AAA override, 281
on VLAN SVI, 280–281

on WLAN, 276
MDT (model-driven telemetry), 437. See also

data models
gNMI and, 440–441
NETCONF, enabling, 439
polling, 447
RESTCONF, enabling, 439–440
roles, 438
RPCs, 444–446
subscriptions, 447, 454–455, 457–458

dial-in, 451–454
dial-out, 450–451
periodic, 454

telemetry streams, 448
Yang-notif-native, 448
Yang-push, 448–450

TIG (Telegraf, Influx, Grafana) and, 461–
467

YANG models, 442–444
Media Stream, 263

cell planning, 264
components, 264–267
configuring, 267–272
packet flow, 267

memory, monitoring, 575–576
Metal QoS policies, 299, 313–316
MIC (manufacturer installed certificate), 

26–27, 97
micro cells, 235
MLD (Multicast Listener Discovery), 253–

254
mobility, 159

auto-anchor, 187–188
domain, 1624
inter-release controller, 191–192
MAC, 350–351
secure, configuring, 188–191

mobility groups, 55
MobilityD (Mobility Daemon), 31
monitoring

AP health, 559–563
client health, 563–570
CPU, 570–575
HA pair

via programmatic interfaces,
348–349

via SNMP, 348
via the CLI, 344–347
via the GUI, 347–348

hardware, 550–557
memory, 575–576
tools, 548–549

MPSK (Multiple PreShared Key), 126
MQC (Modular QoS CLI), 301–302. See 

also QoS (quality of service)
multicast, 247–249. See also mDNS 

(multicast DNS)
in client roaming scenarios, 262–263
non-IP, 260–261
wireless

802.11, 298–299
CAPWAP, 254–258
configuring on the C9800, 251–253
in fabric deployments, 251
in FlexConnect deployments, 251
Media Stream, 263, 264–272
packet flow, 250–251

multi-chassis LAG (Link Aggregation 
Group), 352

MU-MIMO, 229

N
N+1 redundancy, 352–353

configuration, 352–353
on the AP, 354–355
CAPWAP timers, 355–356

licensing, 357
preserving AP-to-tag mapping across 

failovers, 356–357
vs. SSO, 357–358
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618 NBAR (Network-Based Application Recognition)

NBAR (Network-Based Application 
Recognition), 316–319

NDP (Neighbor Discovery Protocol), 
203–206

NETCONF, 153, 406, 457–458, 459
capabilities, 409
examining data using, 419–420
HA pair, monitoring, 348–349
layers, 409–410

content, 410
messages, 411
operations, 410
secure transport, 411

MDT (model-driven telemetry) and, 439
notification, 458–459

network programmability, 393. See also
data models

automation and, 397–400
in the C9800, 401
configuration repeatability and, 396–397
Day Zero and, 394–395
definition, 396
IaC (Infrastructure as Code), 400–401
idempotency, 397
need for, 393–395
orchestration and, 396
Python, 429

assigning tags to APs based on serial
number, 429–431

c9800.py file, 433–435
change_ap_tag.py file, 431–432
readinventory.py code, 435–436

next-generation wireless stack, 22–23
NMSP (Network Mobility Service Protocol), 

372
non-IP multicast, 260–261

O
OFDMA (orthogonal frequency-division 

multiple access), 229
off-channel scanning defer, 227
OKC (Opportunistic Key Caching), fast 

roaming and, 164
“on box” management, 11–16

OpenConfig data model, 403
OpenRoaming, 379

architecture, 379–381
configuration, 381–386

operational database, 402, 437
orchestration, network programmability 

and, 396
overlapping BSS (Basic Service Set), 

213–214

P
PaaS (Platform as a Service), 76
Packet Capture tool, 14–15
Packet Tracer, 531–536
packets

capturing, 525–531
EAP, 120–121
RADIUS, 104–105
tracing, 531–536

PEAP (Protected EAP), 121–122
periodic subscriptions, 454
per-process debugging, 520–521
PI (Cisco Prime Infrastructure), 16–18
Ping and Trace Route tool, 539–540
PMF (Protected Management Frames), 118, 

124, 128
PMKID (Pairwise Master Key ID) caching, 

fast roaming and, 164
PnP protocol, 67–69

AP join process, 84
C9800-CL and, 73–74

policing, 308
policy(ies)

client access, 161
exclusion, 245–246
mDNS service, 277–280
Metal QoS, 299, 313–316
MQC, 301–302
QoS, 304–310
Smart Licensing, 557

using an airgap network, 558–559
using direct connection, 557
using on-premises SSM or CSLU,

558
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QoS (quality of service) 619

tag, 45
assigning, 48–54
roaming, 55–57

targets, 300–301
polling, 447
Postman, examining data using, 424–425
preauthentication ACLs, 93–94
predownloading ACLs, 94–95
presence, 364
private cloud deployment, 7–8, 65–66

Catalyst 9800 physical appliance, 66
bootstrap configuration, 66–67
PnP protocol, 67–69
resetting to factory defaults, 70
SP (service port), 69–70

Catalyst 9800-CL, 70–71
best practices, 72–73
hypervisor security settings, 72
interface mappings, 71–72
PnP protocol, 73–74

probing, 364
processes, 31, 508

IOSd, 27, 330
WNCd (Wireless Network Control 

Daemon), 28–32, 57
WNCMgrd, 29

profiles, 43–44, 46
QoS, 313–316
Radio, 218–219
RF, configuring, 215–219

programmatic interfaces. See also network 
programmability, HA pair, monitoring, 
348–349

Protobuf, 408
protocols

gNMI/gRPC, 412, 440–441
NETCONF, 409, 439, 457–459,    459

capabilities, 409
layers, 409–411

Postman, examining data using, 424–425
RESTCONF, 411, 439–440

examining data using, 421–423
HTTP methods, 411
HTTP return codes, 411–412

updating the configuration using,
426–428

URIs, 422–423
public cloud deployment, 7–8, 75

advantages of, 77
Catalyst 9800-CL, 77–79
service models, 75–76

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service),
76–77

PaaS (Platform as a Service), 76
SaaS (Software as a Service), 76

pyang, 412–414
Python

assigning tags to APs based on serial 
number
c9800.py file, 433–435
change_ap_tag.py file, 431–432
readinventory.py code, 435–436

network programmability and, 429
subscriptions and, 457–458

Q
QFP (Quantum Flow Processor), 35–36, 

38–39
QoS (quality of service), 285–286, 304

auto, 310–313
best practices, 320–322
congestion avoidance, 287–288
CSMA/CA, 287
deployment verification and restrictions, 

319
design, 289–290
DSCP, 292–293

classes, 293–295
trust model, 302–304
to UP mapping, 295–298

labels, 290
policy targets, 300–301
policy workflow, 304–310
profiles, 313–316
UP (User Priority), 290–292
wireless CAC, 298–299
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620 RA (radioactive tracing)

R
RA (radioactive tracing), 521–525
Radio profiles, 218–219
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In 

User Service), 104
accounting, 111
AVPs (attribute-value pairs), 105
CoA (Change of Authorization), 107–108
EAP exchange, 106–107
iPSK (Identity PSK) and, 132–138
load balancing, 111
local EAP, 113–114
packet types, 104–105
securing administrator access, 153
server configuration, 108–109
server fallback, 110–111
server group configuration, 108–110
TACACS+ and, 114

redirect ACL, 143–144
redundancy force-switchover command, 

338–339
regulatory domains, 197
request platform software trace archive 

command, 513
RESTCONF, 411

examining data using, 421–423
HTTP methods, 411
HTTP return codes, 411–412
MDT (model-driven telemetry) and, 439–

440
updating the configuration using, 426–428
URIs, 422–423

RF
advanced features

aggressive load balancing, 226
ATF (air time fairness), 228
Band Select, 225–226
off-channel scanning defer, 227

grouping, 206, 207–208
monitoring, 224
neighborhoods, 203
profiles, configuring, 215–219

scanning, 160
tags, 45, 48–54

RFC (request for comments)
4594, 289
5176, 107

RMI (Redundancy Management Interface), 
327–328

roaming, 61, 159, 160–161, 181. See also
mobility

802.11 authentication, 197
159k assisted, 218–221
1642.11v BSS Transition, 221–222
client access policies, 161
domain, 61
fast, 63–64, 163–164

CCKM, 167–168
FT, 169–176
OKC, 165–167
PMKID caching, 164

inter-controller, 185
auto-anchoring, 187–188
Layer 2, 185
Layer 3, 185–187
static IP client mobility, 187

intra-controller, 181
inter-WNCd, 182–183
intra-WLC, 183–184
intra-WNCd, 181–182

L2 authentication, 161
multicast and, 262–263
between policy tags, 55–57
RF scanning, 160
slow, 56, 161–163

rogue APs, 31, 238, 241
classifying, 240–241
containing, 241–243
detecting, 238–240

rolling upgrade, 505–506
-ROW domain, 199
RP (redundancy port), 328–330

migration to RP+RMI, 349
RP+RMI HA pair, 331–332

active-standby election process, 335
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configuration, 332–335
HA formation, 336–338
HA sync, 335–336

RPCs (remote procedure calls), 409, 420, 
444–446

RRC (Resource Reservation Control), 
265–266

RRM (radio resources management), 195, 
203, 210–211

antennas
challenging RF environments,

199–202
gain, 196
self-identifying, 197

cloud-based, 215
data collection, 203–206
dBm (decibels per milliwatt), 195–196
DCA (Dynamic Channel Assignment), 

211–213
event-driven, 212
overlapping BSS (Basic Service Set), 213–

214
RF grouping, 206, 207–208
TPC (Transmit Power Control), 208–209

coverage hole detection, 210–211
minimum and maximum, 209–210

txpower, 196–197
RRMgrd (Radio Resource Manager 

Daemon), 31
RSSI (received signal strength indicator), 

160
RxSoP (Receiver Start of Packet), 217–218

S
SaaS (Software as a Service), 76
SAE (Simultaneous Authentication of 

Equals), 125–126, 130–132
Samsung devices, analytics, 481
schema, 406
SDA (software-defined access), 1, 75
SDN (software-defined networking), 3
secure mobility, configuring, 188–191
security, 89. See also AAA (authentication, 

authorization, and accounting)

AAA (authentication, authorization, and 
accounting), 103–104

ACLs (access control lists), 89–90
ACE (access control entry), 90
applying, 91–93
defining, 90–91
DNS-based, 96–97
downloadable, 95–96
FlexConnect, 94–95
log keyword, 91
preauthentication, 93–94
wildcard mask, 89–90
wireless, 93–94

administrator access
lobby ambassador, 153
RADIUS (Remote Authentication

Dial-In User Service), 153
TACACS+ (Terminal Access

Controller Access Control System)
and, 151–152

authentication
RADIUS (Remote Authentication

Dial-In User Service), 104–111
TACACS+ (Terminal Access

Controller Access Control
System), 114–115

certificates, 97–98
adding on the controller, 98–102
third-party, 98

guest users, 153
NETCONF, 153
traffic, 154–155
trustpoints, 98
web authentication, 140–145
wireless. See also wireless networks

AP authorization, 148–149
148.1X, 183–189
Enhanced Open, 128, 138–140
MAC filtering, 127–128
Umbrella, 155–157
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy),

116
WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access),

116–119
WPA2 Personal, 129–130
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WPA2 with iPSK, 132–138
WPA3 Enterprise, 124
WPA3 Personal, 124–126
WPA3 SAE, 130–132

self-signed certificate, 97–98
server groups, RADIUS, 108–110
service models, 75–76

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), 76–77
PaaS (Platform as a Service), 76
SaaS (Software as a Service), 76

service policy, mDNS, 277–281
via AAA override, 281
on VLAN SVI, 280–281

services, 361
guest, 366
location tracking, 361–362

accuracy, 362–363
analytics, 366
Bluetooth and, 365, 371–372
deployment guidelines, 364–365
location update frequency, 363–364
presence, 364
privacy MAC addresses, 364
UWB (Ultra-Wide Band), 365

OpenRoaming, 379
architecture, 379–381
configuration, 381–386

sh dot11 qos command, 297–298
shaping, 308
shielded doors, antenna reception and, 201
show ap tag summary command, 49–50
show capwap summary command, 533
show chassis rmi command, 344
show cloud connector connection detail 

command, 370–371
show cloud connector key access command, 

371
show controllers command, 312
show gnxi state command, 441
show install summary command, 502–503
show interface command, 330
show iox applications command, 391
show logging command, 509–510, 515–516
show monitor capture command, 530

show platform hardware chassis active qfp 
feature packet-trace summary command, 
532

show platform hardware chassis active qfp 
feature wireless punt statistics command, 
574–575

show platform hardware chassis active qfp 
infrastructure punt policer summary 
command, 572

show platform hardware slot command, 328
show platform software punt-policer 

command, 572–573
show platform software yang-management 

process command, 439–440
show policy-map command, 312
show proc cpu plat sorted command, 571
show processes cpu history command, 

570–571
show processes cpu platform sorted 

command, 570–571
show redundancy config-sync failures 

command, 337
show run command, 312, 370
show telemetry ietf subscription all 

command, 370
show telemetry ietf subscription configured 

command, 491
show telemetry internal connection 

command, 491
show wireless stats mobility command, 191
show wlan summary command, 428
SIA (self-identifying antennas), 197
SISF (Switch Integrated Security Features) 

library, 30
site tags, 45

assigning, 48–54
custom, 59–63
FlexConnect, 47–48, 63–64
local mode APs, 57–63

SKC (Sticky Key Caching), fast roaming and, 
164

slow roaming, 56, 161–163
Smart Licensing Using Policies, 21–22, 557

advantages, 1–2
using an airgap network, 558–559
using direct connection, 557–558

SNMP (Simple Network Management 
Protocol), 11, 348
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spectrum intelligence, 219–220
split MAC architecture, 25–27
SSH (Secure Shell), monitoring the health of 

standby WLC, 345–347
SSIDs, 161
SSO (stateful switchover) redundancy, 

324–325
console port, 330
impact on features, 350
mobility MAC, 350–351
vs. N+1 redundancy, 357–358
out-of-band management/service port, 330
peer requirements, 325–327
RMI (Redundancy Management Interface), 

327–328
RP (redundancy port), 328–330, 349
RP+RMI HA pair, 331–332

active-standby election process, 335
configuration, 332–335
HA formation, 336–338
HA sync, 335–336
supported topologies, 331

switchover, 338–339
system and network error handling, 339–

344
uplink ports, 330

standard upgrade, 501–503
steel, antenna reception and, 200
sticky clients, 210–211
subscriptions, 454–455, 457–458

dial-in, 451–454
dial-out, 450–451
periodic, 454
YANG Suite and, 460–461

syslog, 509–510

T
TACACS+ (Terminal Access Controller 

Access Control System), 114–115, 
151–152

tags, 44–46
assigning, 48–54
moving APs between wireless controllers, 

54

persistency, 51–52
policy, 45, 55–57
RF tag, 45
site, 45

FlexConnect, 47–48, 63–64
local mode APs, 57–63

telemetry, 437, 448. See also MDT (model-
driven telemetry)

test aaa group radius command, 111
third-party certificates, 98
throughput, 38
TIG (Telegraf, Influx, Grafana), 461–467
TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol), 

116
tools, 548–549

AireOS Config Translator, 540–541
CLI, 541
Configuration Validator, 543–545
Core Dump and System Report, 536–538
Debug Bundle, 539
EPC (Embedded Packet Capture), 525–531
File Manager, 542
Log Advisor, 548
Packet Tracer, 531–536
Ping and Trace Route, 539–540
pyang, 412–414
TIG (Telegraf, Influx, Grafana), 461–467
Walk-Me, 542–543
Wireless Config Analyzer, 546–547
Wireless Configuration Converter, 545–546
Wireless Debug Analyzer, 547–548
YANG Suite, 414–418, 460–461

TPC (Transmit Power Control), 208–209, 
234

coverage hole detection, 210–211
minimum and maximum, 209–210

tracing
binary, 511

always-on, 515–520
decoding, 513–515
rotation, 511
severity levels, 512–513

packet, 531–536
radioactive, 521–525
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traffic. See also QoS
multicast, 247–249
policing, 308
security, 154–155
shaping, 308
unicast, 247

tri-radio operations, 236–237
troubleshooting. See also logging; 

monitoring; tracing
Cisco DNA Center Assurance, 491–492
SSO (stateful switchover) redundancy, 

system and network error handling, 
339–344

tools
AireOS Config Translator, 540–541
CLI, 541
Configuration Validator, 543–545
Core Dump and System Report,

536–538
Debug Bundle, 539
EPC (Embedded Packet Capture),

525–531
File Manager, 542
Log Advisor, 548
Packet Tracer, 531–536
Ping and Trace Route, 539–540
Walk-Me, 542–543
Wireless Config Analyzer, 546–547
Wireless Configuration Converter,

545–546
Wireless Debug Analyzer, 547–548

trust DSCP model, 302–304
trustpoints, 98
TSDB (time-series database), 462
TSPEC (Traffic Specification), 298–299
tunneling, 26

guest, 1628
secure mobility, 188–191

TWT (target wake time), 229–230
TXOP (transmit opportunity), 287–288
txpower, 196–197

U
Umbrella, 155–157
UP (User Priority), 290–292

upgrading C9800
AP predownload, 503–505
efficient upgrade, 505
ISSU (In-Service Software Upgrade), 506
standard upgrade, 501–503

URL filters, 96–97. See also ACLs (access 
control lists)

UWB (Ultra-Wide Band), 365

V
VideoStream, 263

cell planning, 264
components, 264–267
configuring, 267–272
packet flow, 267

VLAN(s), AAA override, 55–56
VM (virtual machine), 70–71

W
Walk Me configuration tool, 86–87, 

542–543
web authentication, 140–143

captive portal bypass and, 146–147
central, 143–145
HTTPS redirection and, 145–146

WebUI, 154, 496
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), 116
Wi-Fi

CAC (call admission control), 298–299
CleanAir, 220, 221–223
deployments, EWC-AP, 74–75
QoS, 304. See also QoS (quality of service)

auto, 310–313
best practices, 320–322
congestion avoidance, 287–288
CSMA/CA, 287
deployment verification and

restrictions, 319
design, 289–290
DSCP (Differentiated Service Code

Point), 292–295
DSCP to UP mapping, 295–298
labels, 290
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policy targets, 300–301
policy workflow, 304–310
profiles, 313–316
trust DSCP model, 302–304
UP (User Priority), 290–292

spectrum intelligence, 219–220
version 6, 228–229

BSS coloring, 231–232
channel width, 232
MU-MIMO, 229
OFDMA, 229
TWT, 229–230

wildcard mask, 89–90
WIPS (wireless intrusion prevention system), 

238
adaptive, 244–245

wireless ACLs, applying on the WLC, 93–94
wireless client state machine, 31–35
wireless client vlan-persistent command, 57
Wireless Config Analyzer, 546–547
wireless config validate command, 54
Wireless Configuration Converter, 545–546
wireless controllers, cloud networking and, 

7–10
Wireless Debug Analyzer, 547–548
wireless multicast

802.11, 298–299
CAPWAP, 254

MoM mode, 256–258
MoU mode, 254–255

in client roaming scenarios, 262–263
configuring on the C9800, 251–253
in fabric deployments, 251
in FlexConnect deployments, 251
mDNS, 272–273

AP, 281–282
bridging, 273
in FlexConnect deployments, 282
gateway, 274–276, 283
service policy, 277–281
on WLAN, 276

Media Stream, 263
components, 264–267
configuring, 267–272

non-IP, 260–261
packet flow, 250–251

wireless networks. See also APs; roaming
AP authorization, 148–149
broadcast, 260–261
148.1X, 183–184

components, 184–185
EAP, 185–189

cell planning, 264. See also Media Stream
client mobility, 159
Enhanced Open, 128, 138–140
MAC filtering, 127–128
roaming, 160–161, 181

802.11 authentication, 197
159k assisted, 218–221
1642.11v BSS Transition, 221–222
client access policies, 161
fast, 163–176
inter-controller, 185–188
intra-controller, 181–184
L2 authentication, 161
RF scanning, 160
slow, 161–163

trust boundary, 302–304
Umbrella, 155–157
web authentication, 140–143, 147–148

captive portal bypass and, 146–147
central, 143–145
HTTPS redirection and, 145–146

WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), 116
WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access), 116–119
WPA2 Personal, 129–130
WPA2 with iPSK, 132–138
WPA3 Enterprise, 124
WPA3 Personal

preshared key, 124–125
SAE (Simultaneous Authentication of

Equals), 125–126
WPA3 SAE, 130–132

wireless setup wizard, 80–82
WLAN wizard, 85–87
WMM (Wi-Fi Multimedia), 287–288
WNCd (Wireless Network Control Daemon), 

28–32, 57
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WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access), 116–119
WPA2 Personal, 129–130, 132–138
WPA3 Enterprise, 124
WPA3 Personal

preshared key, 124–125
SAE (Simultaneous Authentication of 

Equals), 125–126, 130–132
write memory command, 334–335

X-Y-Z
XML (Extensible Markup Language), 

406–407
YANG, 396, 403. See also data models

datastore, 441
examining data, 442

using NETCONF, 419–420
using pyang, 412–414
using RESTCONF, 421–423
using YANG Suite, 414–418

modules, 404–405
operational models, 442–443, 446
searching data, 425–426

YANG Suite, 414–418, 460–461
Yang-notif-native stream, 448
Yang-push stream, 448–450
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